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An exploratory study was designErl. to investigate the verbal 
interactions of nurses with fatally ill children and their mothers as 
cx:npared with non-fatally ill children and their rrothers on an in-
patient pediatric unit. The verbal b::iliavior of registered nurses, 
licensed practical nurses and nurse' saides was tape recx)l:ded as they 
came in oontact with four children with fatal illnesses and four chil-
dren with non-fatal illnesses. Verbal behavior of nothers and children 
was also recorded. All units of verbal behavior \verre cxx1ed and classi-
fied using the Diers Nurse Orientation System. Percentage profiles of 
verbal units per categOl:'Y of the Nurse Orientation System were cal-
culated. 
The major findings were: 
a) ]1~1 nursing p;:;;rsonnel were patient-oriented in their verbal 
behavior 1:o\vard roth groups. 
b) All nursing ~sonnel were oriented to the patients as 
physical :r;ersons in greater prop:::>rtion than they \'Ilere orientecl to the 
patients as th.in.Y"~g-evaluative or feeling persons, reganlless of 
patient group. 
c) All personnel were oriented to the fatally ill children and 
their mothers as feeling persons in lar1er prop:::>rtion than they \"1ere to 
the non-fatally ill children and their mothers. 
d) All nursing personnel ,vere oriented to the fatally ill 
children and their nothers as thinking-evaluative persons in greater 
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prop:>rtion than. they were to the non-fatally ill children and their 
nnthers. 
e) All nursing personnel.were oriented to themselves in greater 
proportion when interacting with the fatally ill children and their 
mothers than with the non-fatally ill children and t."1eir mothers. 
f) Licensed practical nurses had a greater proportion of patient-
oriented responses in the feeling dimension for roth groups than did 
the registered nurses and aides. 
g) fbthers of fatally ill children ,\yere nore patient-oriented, 
rrore thinking-evalua:ti ve-oriented, and more nurse-oriented than the 
rrothers of non-fatally ill children. They were less feeling-oriented 
and less other-oriented than the mothers of the non-fatally ill children. 
h) Fatally ill children were less patient-oriented, less feeling-
oriented, and less nurse-oriented than the non-fatally ill children. 
They were nore tlti.nl'"..ing-evaluati ve-oriented and l1l)re other-oriented than 
the non-fatally ill children. 
The findings of the study suggest that although nursing personnel 
were predaninantly oriented to\vard their patients in their verbal behav-
ior, differences were present in their patterns of interaction with 
fatally ill and non-fatally ill children and their rrothers. In particu-
lar, the findings revealed lower proportions of patient-oriented inter-
actions, especially in the feeling dimension, with fatally ill children 
and their nothers. Fatally ill children and their mothers had pattems 
of interaction \\mch differed fI:Om the non-fatally ill children and 
their mothers. The study suggests that further investigation of the 
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verbal interactions of nurses, nnthers, and children is warranted as a 
basis for developing a therapeutic nursing role wi th fatally ill 




The process of dying in the United States has undergone signifi-
cant changes in the course of the last century. There have been bJO 
major changes in the patterns of nottality. The leading cause of 
death fn:m illness has shifted fran camumicab1e disease to the 
"degenerati ve diseases, II that is, cardiovascular disease and malignant 
neoplasms (lerner, 1970). In addition, people who die today are rrore 
1jJce1y to die in a hospital or other medical institution than they were 
earlier in the century (!.emer, 1970 i Ross, 1969). In 1935, nine of 
the nre1ve leading causes of death in childhood were infectious 
diseases. Diseases of the heart and cancer '(rere eighth and twelfth 
respectively. In 1965, three of the twelve leading causes of childhood 
death were infectious diseases. cancer was the leading fatal illness in 
children, closely followed by congenital rra.1fonnations and diseases of 
the heart. Inc1 uded in the twelve leading causes of death in childhood 
were central nervous system vascular lesions, cystic fibrosis, and 
nephritis (Grant, 1968). The fatal illnesses of chi1Qhood tend nor:l to 
be of a long-tenn nature requiring complex therapy and frequent hos-
pitaJ.izations. 
The Changing patterns of childhood rcortality have imp::>rtant 
implications for the affected children, their families, and for health 
care 'WOrkers. The children experience frequent hospitalizations, 
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separation fran hane and parents, and often a multittrle of painful 
procedures in the m:mths and years preceding death which most often 
occurs in the hospital. Parents live with the knowledge that eventually 
their children will die in spite of all efforts to save them. During 
the children' 5 hospitalizations, parents must oope with the changes in 
the parent-child relationship and deprivation of parental function as 
the hospital assunes protection and mana.gement of the child (Bozenan, 
Orbach, & Sutherland (1955). The health care 'WOrker, particularly 
the nurse, is in a position to help fatally ill children and their 
families rreet the demands of life-threatening illness. The nurse's 
daily resIX'nsibili ties of meeting patient needs and mediating physi-
cians', orders make her a key figure .in the management of the fatally ill 
child (Weiner, 1970b). 
An important area of nursing research is the investigation of 
what goes on between the nurse and the patient and what effect it has 
on the patient (Diers & leonard, 1966). Nursing care incltrles verbal 
interchange with patients in addition to care of their physical needs 
throuqh manual tasks. The nurse-patient interaction is dependent lJtX>ll 
the nurse's ability to ccmnunicate effectively with the. patient in 
relation to his needs. To do so, the nurse must be aware of her own 
needs and behavior as well as those of the patient (Bennosk & M:>rdan, 
t .. , " 
1964). The difficulties of verbal ccmmmication between nurses and 
dying patients and their families have been noted by many investigators 
(Craytor, 1969; Easson, 1968; Glaser & Strauss, 1965; GoldfCXJel, 1970; 
Hoffman, 1971 i Price, 1956; Ramshom, 1971: Ross, 1969, 1971; Snith & 
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Schneider, 1969). Fears of discussing death and of anotiona.l involve-
ment leading to the experience of loss often results in the avoidance 
of the patient I s arotional needs (Geis, 1965 i Glaser & Strauss, 1964, 
1965 i Quint, 1967 i Wodinsky, 1964). M:>st studies to date have obtained 
their data on nurses I responses to the dying patient through· interviews, 
questionnaires, and group rreetings. Few attempts have been ma.de to 
directly observe the verbal behavior of nurses with dying patients. 
Analyzing actual nurse-patient verbal interactions with fatally ill 
children and their parents may reveal patterns of interactions that may 
prove useful in elaborating and teaching nursing care of the seriously 
ill child and his family. 
Staterrent of the Problem 
The purpose of the present stu::1y was to explore nurse-parent-
child verh3.l interactions in hospitalized. children with l:oth fatal an:1 
non-fatal illnesses. 
The major research qoostions were: 
. 1. 'What is the pattern, if any, of nursing verbal behavior with 
pediatric patients am their parents in general? 
2. Do nursing persormel interact differently with fatally ill 
children and their parents than with non-fatally ill children and their 
parents? 
3. Are there differE?IlCes in patterns of interaction of 
registererl. nurses, licensed practical nurses, and nurse' s aides? 
4. Do fatally ill children and. their parents have patterns of 
verbal interaction with nursing personnel that differ fran those of 
non-fatally ill children am their nothers? 
The Diers Nurse Orientation System, a rrethod of interaction 
analysis specific to nursing, was selected as. the means by which 
verbal behavior was analyzed. 
Definitions of Tenns 
The tenus are defined for the purposes of the present stuly 
as follCMS: 
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Fatal illness: a childhood disease which is life-threatening, 
of at least four rronths I duration, and incanpatible with living to 
adulthood. 
Non-fatal illness: a childhood disease, condition, or trauna 
which .is not life-threatening .and which does not interfere with the 
child r s expectation of living to adulthood. 
Parent: the rrother of the hospitalized child. 
Nursing personnel: registered nurses, licensed practical 
nurses, and nurse's aides employed on the in-patient pediatric unit. 
Patterns of verbal interaction: the percentage of verbal 
units per catego:ry of the Nurse Orientation System. 
Review of Related Literature 
The three areas of related literature that were reviewed were: 
fatal illness in childhood and its impact and rreani.ng for parents, 
children, and health care workers, the Diers :t-.lurse Orientation systen, 
and the use of observation as a research nethod.. ' 
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Reactions to fatal illness in childhcx:xl. The death of a 
child is one of the deepest of human tragoo.ies. The long and debili-
tating illness which often precedes childhood death today is particu-
larly difficult to witness. Instead of the growth and mastery of nonnal 
childhcx:xl there is increasing weakness and slow decline (Schowalter, 
1970) • Parents r professional rredical personnel, and often the child 
himself know he will never have the oP!X'rtunity to reach his adult 
potential (Glaser & Strauss, 1964). All involved experience deep 
enotional reactions to the tragoo.y am outrage of fatal illness in 
childhcxx:l. 
Ross (1969) has identified five stages of adjustrrent to fatal 
illness which adult patients experience. The families of dying 
patients experience l!l.t:Ch the sane process. The parents of fatally ill 
children pass through the stages of denial, anger, bargaining, 
depression, and acceptance in much the saIl1Ie ltTaY as the adult patients' 
families. A child is often perceived by his parents as an extension of 
their avn physical and en:otional beings (Solnit & Green, 1959). There-
fore, while it has not been docurentoo., it may be that parental experi-
ence is closer to that of the dying adult patient than to that of the 
family of the dying adult patient. To a parent, the death of a child 
nay be perceived as the death of a part of himself. 
The first stage of adjust:nent to fatal illness and irnpend.ing 
death is denial. Denial is an early an:1 temporary response, character-
izeCl by "shock" or nunbness following the neNS that the ~llness is 
serious and incurable. Denial is soon follCMErl by partial acceptance 
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of the diagnosis and prognosis, an acceptance w.ich is intellectual 
and therefore incxxnplete. It is usually enough, however, to allow the 
patient to acknowledge the need for treatment and to pursue it (Ross, 
1969). Similar resJ:X)nses have been observed in parents who ·anl told 
that their children have fatal illnesses, (Eozeman et aI, 1955; Friedman, 
Chadoff, Hambu:r:g, & Mason, 1963; Kaplan, Fischman, Grobstein, & Snith, 
1971; Natterson & Knudson, 1960). Parents experienced a feeling of 
being stunned. The news was incomprehensible. The sttmnedphase 
lasted for several days and was followed by intellectual understanding 
of the diagnosis and its implications. Most parents appeared able to 
accept the reality of the disease. Few canpletely deni.ed that the 
illness existed or that it was serious. Intellectual acceptance usu-
ally occurred, permitting therapy to p~ed (Bozeman et al., 1955; 
Friedman, 1967; Friedwan et al., 1963). 
Partial acceptance of the diagnosis and prognosis of fatal 
illness results in anger, the second stage of adjustrcent. During the 
state of anger the patient rebels against his fate, saying, IJ~ rna?" 
He is angry at the prema.ture termination of plans, hopes, and life 
itself. He lets his an9'er out on the people who· still ,have t'11e.t.h.iJ?gs 
of which he has been deprived (Ross, 1969). Parents of fatally ill 
children also react with anger when they have begun to accoept the diag-
nosis. Their search for an answer to the question, IIv]hy my child? It 
often leads to self-incrimination and guilt. They fear they have 
neglected the child, been deficient in meeting his physical needs. 
They fear that had they been nnre observant of early symptoms, the 
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illness would not be so devastating. Anger at the illness and its 
implications is partly directed inward. It is also displaced onto the 
environment, usually the hospital and its :persormel. Anger and the 
frustration of helplessness in being \mabIe to prevent the loss of the 
child are channeled into criticisms of the efficiency and quality of 
nursing care. Ianands are made for services, and when rendered, they 
are criticized. Anger may also be directed at physicians and rredical 
management in general in an expression of disappointment in the failure 
of the physicians' OImlipotence c (l3ozanan et al., 1955; Friedman, 1967; 
Friedman et al., 1963; Weiner, 1970a). The stage of parental anger is 
a trying time for staff and families alike. Staff members often lose 
sight of the character of the anger and take it personally. Originally, 
the anger of the parents has little or nothing to do with the people at 
whan it is directed. But as staff react personally to it,c the parents' 
anger is increased. Staff may respond by avoiding the family or' 
shortening rontacts with them fRoss, 1969). 
The stage of bargaining tends to follow the stage of anger. 
The unronscious rationale appears to be that if anger does not succeed 
in reversing the verdict, then perhaps "acting nicely" will change the 
outca:ne. !-t:>st bargains are made with God and usually involve the 
request for extension of life or a fe:N nom days free fran pain in 
exchange for sore gcxx1 behavior (Ross, 1969). Bargaining has not been 
specifically reported in the parents of fatally ill children. Bozeman 
et ale (1955) reported that the chief value of religion or the belief 
in God to nothers of children with leukemia was in the lX'ssible help it 
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might provide in saving the children' s lives. Whether. parents bargain 
with God for cures, extension of life, or freedan fran pain for their 
children is not yet known. 
Depression is the fourth stage of adjustnent to fatal illness. 
It has 'b;o canp::lnents. One is reactive depression, a resfOnse to 
changes in body image, life style, and expectations brought about by the 
illness. A -wana.n may lose a breast or the financial drain of rospitali-
zation and treatrrent may force the giving up of luxuries. Sadness and 
disaptX)int:zrent result. The serond canp::lnent of the stage of depression 
is anticipatory grief. The patient begins his separation fl.'Clll all that 
has been his life. He grieves in the loss of loved people, places, and 
all that he has :kno\m. He slowly \'dthdraws fran the YlOrld and I?OOple. 
It is a painful, necessary stage of adjustment, accx::m:tpanied by deep 
deoression (Ross, 1969). 
Parents of fatally ill children are usually engaged in the \\Ork 
of anticipatory grief by the fourth month following the diagnosis of 
illness (Friechan et al., 1963). Anticipatory grief is not unlike. that 
'tvhich follo;.,s the death of a loved person. Grief is a definite syndrare 
with psychological and somatic sYluptoxatology (Lindanann, 1944). There 
is intense mental pain and suffering, with distress, deep sor:t:O\v, and 
painful regret (Peretz, 1970). Preoccupation with the image of the 
deceased acOJl11paIlied by painful yearning and loneliness are present. 
Guilt and hostility appear. Irrational anger at the dead person for not 
remaining alive may provoke unacceptable feelings and guilt. The 
inevitable feelings of ambivalence in any relationship may be aroused,. 
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leading to guilt regarding past quarrels, negligence, and failures. 
Guilt may be aroused by feelings of relief at a death following a long 
illness (Lindemarm, 1944; Peretz, 1970). Acute grief is also character-
ized by irritability, impatience, and social withdrawal. Sanatic symp-
tans such as sighing, weeping, insannia , digestive disturbmces, and 
anorexia are present (Lindemarm, 1944). 
The symptans of anticipatory grief are similar to those of acute 
grief but are less dramatic and occur over time (Weiner, 1970a). 
During the course of the illness parents experience preoccupation with 
the child, irritabili ty , guilt, hostility projected outward as pre-
viously described, insaunia, and disruption of eating habits (Bozeman 
et al., 1955; ~Veiner, 1970a). The anticipatory grieving process leads 
to sane degree of errotional detachm::mt fran the ill child. The rela-
tionship with the child becx:rnes less intense. Parents shCM greater 
interest in other childten on the hospital unit. There is renewed 
interest in family affairs, old family activities, and other children 
in the family (Friedman, 1967). The manifestations of resolving anti-
cipatory grief should be encouraged by professional personnel rather 
than aborted (Frieernan, 1967; Richmond & ~qaisman, 1955). '!'hc:;{ arc indi-
cations that the final stage of adjustment to fatal illness is at hand. 
Acceptance is the fifth and final stage of adaptation to fatal 
illness and impending death. Anticipatory grieving is canpleted. The 
patient has detached himself fn.::m loved ones. Anger, grief, and hope-
lessness have been experienced, and the patient awaits death with 
neither happiness nor despair. Feeling is practically absent except for 
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a IX>ssihle desire for the canfort of the· presence of one loved person. 
He has accepted his fate and awaits it quietly (Ross, 1969). Accept-
ance of the loss of a child can be observed in parents who have suc-
cessfully a::mpleted the stages of denial, anger, and anticipatory 
grief. Hope bea:::mes nore limi too. t'Vhere once parents hoped for a cure 
for the illness, then for one more remission, hope focuses on one more 
good day, one more smile, the relief of suffering (Friedman, 1967; 
Friedman et al., 1963). Parents who have accanplished the \\lark of 
anticipatory grief and have achieved sane enotional separation fran the" 
child have been observed to accept the actual death calmly, with appro-
priate affect, and with relief that t.l-te child's suffering is over 
(Hamovitch, 1964; Natterson & Knudson, 1960 i Weiner, 1970a). 
A child f S response to his awn fatal illness depends on his 
develop:nental capacity to understand the meaning of death and on the 
errotional climate provided by those who care for him (Schotvalter, 197'0). 
The child under three years equates death ,'lith the absence of the loved 
person on whom he depends (Green, 1967). He does not yet appreciate 
the concept of death as the cessation of his personal being (Schowalter, 
1970) • In corrrcon with non-fatally ill hospitalized children, the nost 
cam10n cause of distress is separation fIOn his mother (BotlThy, 1960 i 
Natterson & Knudson, 1960). 
The child fran three to six has a growing ooncept of death, but 
. he does not percei va it as permanent. He has little anxiety about his 
own death (SchcMalter, 1970). If he does experience fear of dying, it 
is probably as the loss of love and attention necessary for feeling 
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cared for emotionally and physically (Green, 1967). The child of 
three to six may perceive illness as a ptmisl1rcalt for the aggressive 
fantasies which appear toward parents and siblings at this age. He may 
bear the resp:>nsibility of punis1:nrent himself and be<nne passive and 
withdrawn. Or he may project it onto parents or professional personnel, 
bea:ming angry and rebellious (Schowalter, 1970). Tramaticprocedures 
such as injections and surgery are causes of fear and distress, and may 
also be perceived as punishrrents for his agg:ressi ve wishes (Natterson & 
Knudson, 1960). 
The school age child gradually aaJUires . a basis for conceptualiz-
ing death as the end of human experience (Green, 1967). By adolescence 
the child gains a ooncept of t:l'le permanency of death, and his reactions 
to fatal illness resemble those of the adult. Older children and 
adolescents often react with depression to failing strength, dependency, 
and with :i.mtx>tent anger at their unfulfilled IX>tential (Schowalter, 
1970). The maturation of the child's ooncept of death appears to paral-
lel the evolution of his ooncept of self. His first awareness as an 
infant is a'tvareness of his oother. Separation fran her is his greatest 
fear, equated with death. As hematU1.<~s, he l:x:~cx;ltni:ts .. aware o:t: his .CMn 
l:xx:1y. Fear of ham or the destruction of his l:xx:1y in punishtrent for 
his ubad n wishes is his greatest fear. Finally, the child be<nnes aware 
of himself in tirre, that is, of life itself (Natterson& Knmson, 1960). 
The experience of dying has various n:eanings which are dependent UfX.>n 
the naturational level of the child. 
The errotiona1 ciiroate created by the important adults 
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surrounding the fatally ill child affects the child' s verbal expres-
sion of his thotghts and feelings. It was long believed that children 
tmder ten years muld not carprehend death or understand what was hap-
pening to them. In 1955, Richrrond and Waisman reported that the 
fatally ill children and adolescents they observed showed no overt 
concem about death. They were very passive and showed no objection to 
procedures. The investigators su;rgested that the children's behavior 
was due to resignation to their fate and decreased physical energy. 
:Hc:Mever, Natterson and Knudson (1960) found that school age children 
becarre anxious, withdrawn, and depressed by the death of another child 
on the unit. Vemick and Karon (1965) fol.md that school age children 
WlO were told their diagnosis experienoed a sense of relief that their 
illness could be discussed with treaning£ul adults (parents arrl pro-
fessional personnel). The children's relief suggested that they had 
already k:no\vn they were seriously ill and sensed that the adults did not 
want them to talk about it. Recent research has shawn that fatally ill 
children as young as six years are p:r:eoccupied with tholghts and, 
anxieties of illness and death (tiaechter, 1971). Older children may 
suspect the truth but evasive :treasures and false cheerfulness are a:m-
non adult tactics for avoiding discussion. Children of all ages may 
feel abanooned. In addition, if their illness is too terrible to dis-
cuss as S'llg"gested by adults I evasiveness, the children will fear to 
rcention it. They fear driving away the hunan oontact they need 
(Waechter, 1971). Fatally ill children rarely talk about death because 
they have leamed fran others that it is a forbidden subject 
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(Schavalter, 1970). 
It has been found that a core conflict exists in each worker 
who deals with dying children. The response of compassion leads the 
worker ta#a.rd the child and his family with aid and cx:mfort. The 
response of repulsion by the threat of death causes the worker to nove 
away in order to protect himself fran the shock of separation and loss. 
Those who have chosen to provide health care servires have in canron a 
desire to help sick people get well (Rothenberg, 1967). The desire may 
stem fn::rn needs for mastery, control, annipotence, or the gratification 
of dependency. With regard to death and dying, it has been fotmd that 
many health care workers feel the need to cure in order to deal with 
their CM'I1 fears of death by means of p:Mer over illness (Weiner,. 1970b). 
Thus the death of a patient, particularly the death of a child, poses 
threats to indi vidua.l defense systems and greatly frustrates the pri-
mary curative goal of health care. 
Several investigators have stu:lied nurses' reactions to the 
dying patient. ~ (1964), in a series of group meetings, explored 
nurses' feelings a.}:x)ut working with adult leukemia patients. He found 
that many nurses felt guilty aOOut not doing enoU]h for the patient. 
They often felt a..lrrost responsible for the disease. They feared dis-
cussing death, even when the patient raised the subject. They rrollified 
their CM'I1 intense anxiety by refusing to discuss it. They found it 
difficult to enter the patient's roan once he was in a tenninal phase, 
and found themselves avoiding him. They also avoided the family who 
'Were frequently critical and obstructive of nursing care. The net 
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result was a cnnp1ete avoidance of the situation resulting in guilt. 
Glaser and Strauss (1965) describe the strategies by which the 
nurse maintains her professional carp::>sure when dealing with the dying 
patient and his family. Maintenance of carp::>sure is essential to enable 
her to do her CMIl work and to assist other staff rranbers. The patient 1 s 
family may accuse the staff of negligence. To avoid scenes and threats 
to professional carp::>sure, nurses may avoid family members. The patient 
is given gcxxl na:li.ca1 care, but as death approaches' the nurse Pl:Ogres-
sive1y decreases her em:>tional involvement with him. She may avoid him 
canp1ete1y, discourage conversation, and acquire a personal appearance 
that discourages patient-nurse interchange. Merlica1 duties are per-
famed efficiently while avoiding the patient as a person. When conver-
sation occurs the nurse may listen and resp:md selectively, avoiding the 
subject of death. Patients with high social loss value make it even 
harder to maintain canposure. A patient with social loss value is one 
who, because of his age, occupation , family status, personal character-
istics, social class, etc., is considered a great loss to his family, 
occupation, and/or society at death. A child is a high social loss 
patient, one of the most valuable of all people in our society. His 
death cheats him of his opportunity for a full life. Nurses' reactions 
. to social loss are distress, sadness, and increased efforts at providing 
care. If the loss is too threatening, however, the need to decrease 
invo1va:l:eIlt may result in avoidance strategies (Glaser & Strauss, 1964, 
1965). 
Wallace and Toilnes (1969) discuss avoidance reactions to the 
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tenninal child. They discuss nurses who v-urked with many children and 
their families from diagnosis of leukemia to death. As a child becaIoo 
tenn.i.nal staff interests turned toward newly diagmsed children who 
still had hope of respJnse to drug therapy and away f:rom the dying 
child. The investigators attributed the nurses' behavior to the full 
acceptance of the loss of the child with a turning to other interests, 
a resolution of loss and grief. Geis (1965) interviewed rrothers several 
nnnths after the deaths of their children. Many romnented on the absence 
of nurses during the children' s last hospitalizations in contrast ,,'lith 
previous availability. The roc>thers excused the nurses on the grounds of 
understaffing and ovenrork. Geis, however, raised the question of 
a'VOidance reactions on the part of the staff. The same question might 
be raised for the explanation given by ·Wallace and Tot-mes of a'VOidance 
during the tenn.i.nal phase of illness • 
• 
Quint (1967) studied the reactions of sttrlent nurses to the 
dying child. Stu:lents learned from staff nurses that o::>mpOsure and self-
control were highly valued. The sttrlents tended to follow the example. 
Experienced students who were assigned to fatally ill children focused 
their attention on the disease and its treab:nent to keep themselves 
unln'VOl'V'Erl "'lith the children personally. Little conversation was ini ti-
ated with parents regarding the child' s illness. Personal oontact vlith 
the child and . parents was limited, and extra assignrrent t.i.ma with the 
:Patient was avoided. Assignment time was kept short. Conversation that 
did occur focused on everyday matters. Supervision was scanty, and the 
instrl.:ctor's help was rarely sOU3'ht. Nursing staff and instructors 
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rni.niroized contact with the family. They rationalizal that it was 1.mfair 
to the family to begin a relationship ani then not be there at critical 
m::m:mts. 
Ramshorn (1971) observerl patients undergoing cherrotherapy for 
rralignant disease in the life island. She found that the nurses who 
cared for them were concerned. al::out the patients· conditions and the fact 
that many patients were depressed. However, they did not discuss these 
things with the patients. They felt a need to keep the patients I hopes 
up even if denial and distortion of reality were necessary. Patients 
in the life island never progressed. beyond the stage of denial in their 
adaptation to fatal illness because the nurses ~uld not let them. The 
nurses' carrntmica.tions to the patients reinforced denial and hindered 
the adaptation process. 
Nurses use talk in several ways. Infonna.tion is exchanged with 
patients for explanation and fact-gathering. Talk rray be used to fill 
t.:i.rre, to amuse and divert patients. Finally, talk is a therapeutic tool 
to reduce anxiety and increase canfort (Craytor, 1969). The nurse who 
can talk meaningfully to the fatally ill child arrl his parents can help 
then meet the challenges of the stages of adjustment to fatal illness. 
She can help them express their anger, encourage the work of antici - . 
patol:Y grief, and support them when death occurs. To do so, she must 
cane to grips with her CMn feelings about death, grief, and loss. In 
addition, she must learn that IOOaningful verbal COl1llunication is m)l:e 
than the exchange of ~rds. It is an exchange of un:1erstood neanings 
(Craytor, 1969). In an effort to delineate patterns of verbal exchange 
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between nurses and patients and the neanings that are inherent in those 
p3.ttems, Diers developed the Nurse Orientation System. 
The Nurse Orientation System. The Nurse Orientation System is 
a method. of interaction analysis in which units of verba.l behavior are 
classified into categories. Interaction analysis is a rreans of describ-
ing the structure and content of verbal cx:mnunication between people. 
Ccm.mm.ication is rerlu:::ed to quantitative fona, thus providing a neans 
of specifying and making known to others the canpOnents of verbal inter-
action. Interaction categories must be empirically relevant to those 
aspects of patient welfare which are the focus of stuiy. When cate-
.gories are thus su::cessfully delineated, interaction analysis can 
reveal the elere..T'lts of nursing process in the area of intervention under 
investigation (Diers & I.eonard, 1966). 
The categories of the Nurse Orientation System are baserl on a 
conceptualization of the nurse's perception of her patient. It· was 
observed. that nurses may restrict their perceptions of patient behavior, 
responding to patients in terms of preconceived ideas. ~1hile this uncon-
scious maneuver may help the nurse organize the many stimuli she 
receives fran the patient, it oontributES to the distortion of her per-
ception of the patient as he is. The limited nunber of patient stimuli 
to which . the nurse responds results in misinterpretation or insensi-
bili ty to the patient 1 s carmunication of his needs (Diers, 1971). 
Three d:i.nensions in which the nurse can relate to a patient were identi-
fied. The nurse can relate to her patient as a physical being, that is, 
as a person with physical needs and bodily activities. The nurse 
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relating in this dimension might perceive her patient as saneone having 
surgical pain or needing a drink of water. A second patient dimension 
to which the nurse can relate is the thinking-evaluati ve-knowing 
aspect. The patient is percei ve::l as a rational person, a person who 
knows sarething, arrl/or a person who can evaluate his experience. The 
nurse relating to her patient in this dimension might ask him for infor-
mation about. himself which requires him to evaluate his symptans. 
Finally, the nurse can relate to her patient as a person with emotions. 
A nurse relating to her patient in the errotional or feeling dimension 
might see him, for example, as a worried person, ar.d her verba.1 o::mnuni-
cation would reflect this perception. Because patients are thus th:ree-
dimensional persons, the nurse I s restriction of perception, am hence 
a:mnunication,to one or two clircensions can lead to misinterpretation 
of the patient IS o::mnunication and failure to rreet his needs (Di~s, 
1971). 
The nurse who is relating to her patient in one or nnre of· the 
three dimensions is patient-centered. Her perceptual stance or orienta-
tion is tcMardthe patient (Diers, 1971). Her perceptual stance may 
shift fran tine to t.in:e during oonversation with a patient. She may . 
becane oriented to an object and talk about a chest tube, a wheelchair, 
or a blanket. She may becarre oriented to herself in one or rrore of the 
th:ree clircensions. She may tell the patient that she is going to lunch, 
in:li.cating orientation to herself as a physical person engaged in 
activity. She may respond to a patient's staterrent by saying, "I 
hadn I t thought of that before. It She is thus oriented to herself as a 
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thinking-evaluati ve ~son. Or, she may say, "That makes Ire very happy," 
indicating her orientation to herself as a feeling person. The nurse's 
perceptual stance may shift to another person other than the patient or 
herself. She may talk aOOut the patient's physicians or her husband, 
and each of these people are related to as physical , thinking, or Em:)-
tiona! beings. In like manner, the patient can be oriented to the 
nurse, himself, or others in the three dimensions, or to an object. , 
The categories am. dimensions of the Nurse Orientation System exhaust 
the possibilities of perceptual stance for nurse and patient (see 
Appendix, p. 85). The major categories, "Object, n "Patient, n "Nurse," 
and "other, It represent all the persons and non-persons tON'aro which 
attention can be diJ:ected. The cli.nensions, II feeling, II "knowing-
t.h.i.nking-evaluating, II and "being-doing, II represent all the aspects of 
a person to which relating can occur. Every unit of verbal behavior 
in a nurse-patient interaction can be classified by category and 
dima'1Sion (Diers, 1971) e·. 
The classification of verbal behavior by way of the Nurse 
Orientation System does not provide a literal translation of the nurse-
patient interaction. The concept of orientation is a reflection of 
neaning to the person 'Who is speaking (Diers, 1971). The percentage 
of C<X1ed verba.! units in each category of the Nurse Orientation System 
reflects the ·pattern of conveyed meanings in any nurse-patient inter-
action. For example, the nurse unit, "You're feeling pretty sad today, 
aren • t you?" is classified as patient-oriented in the feeling dimensione 
The rreaning of the statarent as conveyed is that the nurse recognizal 
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her patient's enntional state and responded verbally to it. In the 
course of any nurse-patient conversation many tmits of verbal behavior 
occur which are then classified according to their meanings to the 
speaker. The r:;ercentage of units :per category reveals to whan or what 
the nurse is predominantly oriented and in which diIrensions. 
The Nurse Orientation System was assessei for reliability. 
Aspects of reliability tested were agreement between cooers, agreenent 
within one coder over tinE, effect of coding method (in and out of con-
text.) on agreerrent, ani effect of ccx:ler training on agreement. Train-
ing raised both the intersubjective and intrasubjective reliability. 
Agree:rent was 50-60% with no training. Agreement between coders was not 
affected by the method of coding. However, on patient tmits the coder 
agreed rrore with herself 011 the out-of-context units than on the in-
context tmits. This was attributed to having the nurse units in vial 
while coding patient tmits, causing distraction. The conclusions of 
the stu:1y were that the categories of the Nurse Orientation System 'Were 
defined sensitively enough that consistent exxling could result. A 
brief training pericx:1 raised interscorer agree.n;mt by 20% (Diers, 
1971). 
Several sttrlies have been condu:ted using the Nurse Orientation 
System (Christoffers, 1967; Danas, 1967; McBride, 1967; Schmidt, 1966; 
Severin, 1965; Slavinsky, 1967; Spurgeon, 1965). In general, the 
studies have used. the Nurse Orientation System either to descril::e nurse-
patient interactions or as a means of manipulating nursing verbal 
behavior to sttrly its effects on patient welfare. Current research 
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with the Nurse Orientation System is focused on its use in comparing 
and systerratica11 y varying patterns of interaction for use in predic-
ti ve studies (Diers, 1971). The present study used the Nurse Orienta-
tion System to describe nurse-patient interactions in the pediatric 
setting. It attempted to descriptively canpare patterns of interaction 
of nursing personnel with two groups of children who differed in type 
of illness and life expectancy. 
Observation as a research method. The use of the Nurse 
Orientation System for the analysis of verbal interactions is dependent 
upon vematim recording of verbal re'1avior. Direct· or indirect 
observation of the research situation is therefore necessary. Indirect 
observation, with the investigator ra:roved fran the research situation 
and behavior recorded rrechanica1l y, helps rerrove distortions created by 
the observer1s presence. Indirect observation was not feasible for the 
present study. Direct, non-participant observation was selected. 
Direct observation is an appropriate research method when a problem is 
in an exploratory stage of research, and it is not yet possible to dis-
cern explicit relationships of variables for quantitative testing 
(Dean, Dean, & Eichhorn, 1969; Strauss, Bucher, Ehrlich, Sabshin, & 
Schatzman, 1969). It is a rrethod-well suited to behavioral description 
(Fox, 1966). It provides a means of foIllling a ron figuration of many 
units of behavior occurring at the sane time (Dean et al., 1969; 
Ze1ditch, 1969). Difficult-to-quantify variables are less distorted 
by unstructured observation than by al:ortive attempts to operationa1-
ize them for quantitative analysis (Dean et al., 1969). Greater 
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reality in relation to the total content of the research can be 
obtained. Observation of a natural situation can result in greater 
generalizability to the larger PJpulation than is true with an experi-
mental design (Abdellah & Levine, 1965). 
Direct observation as a research method has disadvantages. 
Greatest perhaps is the fact that watching a research situation often 
changes it. Distortion occurs due to the obse:rver I s presence. How-
ever, the distortion usually does not persist. An acclimatization and 
orientation period at the beginning of observation when no data are 
collected allows the research situation to return to nonna.l without 
distorting the data (Fox, 1966; Kerlinger, 1964). The introduction of 
bias is another disadvantage of direct observation. Observation may be 
distorted by the investigator I s preconceptions and expectations (Dean 
et al., 1969; Kerlinger, 1964; Md:all & SiImons, 1969; Schw'artz & 
Schwartz, 1969). Bias is m:irrimized throUJh the requirerents and nature 
of the Nurse Orientation System. The need for verbatim recording of 
verbal behavior requires that tape reoording or other nechanical rreans 
be used. The ooding system defines characteristics of each category 
so that units are appropriately coded with a minimum of distortion. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
The sttrly was conducted on the 22-bed pediatric unit of a 275-
bed university teaching and research hospital. Children between the 
ages of approximately one nnnth and eighteen years were cared. for on the 
unit. Reasons for admission ranged fran tonsillectany to the managerrent 
of severe illness such as leukemia and cystic fibrosis. At any given 
time one-thil::d to one-half of the patient IX>pulation was. made up of 
children with life-threatening illnesses. They were not expected to live 
to adult:hcx:rl. Any of their f~t hospitalizations might te:rm:inate in 
death. The remaining one-half to bvo-thiros of the c.1U.ldren were hos-
pitalized· for treatment of acute illness, corrective surgery, or follCM-
ing trauna. They were expected to recover and retum to no:rma.l, active 
lives. 
Nursing personnel on the pediatric unit were registered nurses, 
licensed practical nurses, and nurse I s aides. Student nurses were on the 
unit for three days a week during the day shift. Most of the registered 
nurses rotated between 1:'wo shifts, working the day shift for one-half 
of the -v;o:rX week and the evening or night shift for the other one-half 
of the week. They rotated to the shift of their preference and rarely 
changed fran evenings to nights or nights to evenings. The practical 
nurses and aides tended to work one shift consistently. 
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Subjects 
Subjects were eight hospitalized children , five nothers, and 
twenty-two nursing personnel. Four children with life-threatening 
illnesses were randomly selected over a two-week period within forty-
eight hours of admission. These children, with their nothers when 
present, made up Group 1. Four children of similar age but with non-
life-threatening illnesses \vere selected and observed over the saroo 
two-week period. Their nnthers were also included whenever present. 
These children and mothers cnnprised Group 2. Table 1 shaNs the ages 
and diagnoses of the children, whose names are fictional, and whether or 
not the rrother was present during at least one-half of the obser\Tations. 
Four-year-old Bn:tCe had Down I s synd:rare and acute leukemia. He 
was admitted to the hospital with viral pneurronia. His leukemia had 
been under control for two years, but his pneurronia was severe enoUJh 
to threaten his life. He spent IOOst of his two-week hospitalization in 
a croup tent with oxygen. His nother was a young, shy girl with two 
other children younger than B~e. She arrived at the hospital early 
in the nnming and stayed until late in the evening every day. She was 
deeply worried about Bruce. and . dewtedto his care. Sheperfor.tred· n:ost 
of his care and acted as an interpreter of his needs to the nursing 
staff. He appeared content when she was present, but cried and 
struggled to get out of the croup tent when she left. 
David was a six-year-old with acute leukemia in relapse. He 
had been ill for al.Ioost three years and had received rrost of the effec-












Name, Age, Diagnosis, and Presence of tbther 
for Each of Eight Subjects 
Presence of r-"JOther 
Age Diagnosis During at Least 1/2 of 
Observation Periods 
4 years Acute leukemia Yes 
Ibwn's Syndrare 
Pneuronia 
6 years Acute leukania in Yes 
relapse 
14 years Cystic fibrosis Yes 
14 years Chronic renal disease No 
2 years Repair of cleft palate Yes 
5 years Excision of Baker's cyst No 
of right knee 
13 years Automobile-pedestrian No 
accident: Sciatic nerve 
contusion 





the initiation of a new rredication. He had no symptoms, felt well, and 
was active throughout his four-day hospitalization. His nnther, his 
father, or both stayed with him at all times during his hospitalization, 
including overnight. David • s behavior alternated beO'leel1 I:>eriods of 
withdrawal arrl clinging to his parents and times of activity in which 
he ran. up and dam the halls and expressed a great deal of anger toward 
his parents and the nursing staff. His father tended to ignore David's 
hostile behavior. His IOOther seared anxious a1:out it, threatening him 
with spankings when he tried to hit her or when he slX'ke angrily to a 
nurse. David was always quiet, shy, and inactive when his parents left 
for a rreal. 
Bonnie, age 14, had cystic fibrosis. She entered the hospital 
with pneuronia and in congestive heart failure. She was hospitalized 
for two and one-half weeks, during which time it became apparent that 
she would be depen::lent upon oxygen by mask fran then on. She was a 
delightful child who brightened the lives of everyone who stopped to 
see her. She was popular with the nursing sta£f as "Nell as with l.al:x>ra-
tory, physical therapy, and inhalation therapy staff J:TlaTtlbers. She had 
periods of apparent vrithdrawal and irritab,ility. 
children of the broken marriage of her parents. 
She was one of b.1Q 
Her older sister was 
well. Her rrother had rernarriedand had several younger healthy children. 
Bonnie's oother spent nost of each day with her. She had begun a 
nursing curriculum in college years before but had dropped out. She 
was critical of the nursing care given her child and very denarrling. 
She was frequently angry at sane aspect of the hospitalization. She 
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talked with nearly everyone who entered the roan aOOut Bormie's 
approaching death, seemingly igroring the child I S presence. The staff 
of the cystic fibrosis clinic had tried for years to have her agree to 
psychiatric treatroont. She had always refused'. 
Peter, age 14, had chronic renal disease. He had received a 
kidney transplant sane rronths before this hospitalization. He had 
repeated 'WOurrl and systEmic infections. He was admitted with a wound 
infection and the possibility of transplant rejection. The opinion of 
most physicians and nurses was that Peter would die. He appeared very 
ill and cachectic. He was weak and. rarely sIXJke nore than a whispered 
nnnosyllable. His nother's visits were infrequent at the time of the 
study. His father was dead. Peter died a Ironth after the sttrly was 
canpleted. 
Jenny was 22 months old when she entered the hospital for sur-
gical repair of her cleft palate. She was the youngest of five children. 
Her parents were attractive, outgoing people. They led busy social 
lives but always arranged to spend several hours a day with Jenny during 
her hospitalization. Jenny was an active, gregarious child after her 
postoperative discomfort had dissipated. She al't\'aYS cried when. her 
rrother arrived and. when she left. Following her periods of grieving 
she appeared content and cheerful. She made a rapid recovery follCMing 
surgery and went hare in six days. 
Mark had his fifth birthday on the day he tmderwent surgery for 
excision of a Baker's cyst of his right knee. His parents were sepa-
rated. His mother worked in addition. to caring for Mark and his twin 
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brother. She visited l1ark daily, but her visits ,vere short. She 
appeared. ill-at-ease in 1\1ark' s hospital:roan. Mark suffererl intensely 
fran hanesickness. Each time his rrother visited he begged her to take 
him hare. She appeared confused and at a loss as to hoo to m.anage her 
child's distress. She told him he could go hare when he oould walk 
again, which was what the surgeon had told her. The knoN'ledge seerred to 
help !-1ark to overoome his fear of pa.in and begin weight-bearing. He 
was discharged on the sixth postoperative day. 
Dan, age 13, was hit by a car on his 'tYay hare fran school after 
basket.bctll practice. He suffered. a contusion of the sciatic nerve, 
leaving his left leg without sensation for three days. He had no other 
injuries. He was kept in bed for two days, then pennitted to be up in 
a wheelchair. He was the middle child of seven children in his family. 
His mother had .lost a child many years before when he was hit by a car. 
Dan's accident frightened her badly. She and Dan's stepfather rarely 
visited him during his one-week hospitalization. Dan canplained of 
boredan while hospitalizErl and becarre a minor disciplinary problem to 
the nursing staff as he raced up and. down the halls in his wheelchair. 
Ken, age 15, had an accident on the ski slopes resulting in 
severe internal injuries. After a helicopter flight to the medical 
center, E!lErgency surgery was perfoJ::ITed, and his spleen and one kidney 
were raroved. He spent the first twenty-four pJstoperative hours in 
the intensive care unit. As he appearErl to be doing well he was then 
transferred to the pediatric unit. He had considerable discanfort 
during the next feN days and required. merlication for pain every three 
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hours. His mother, an attractive, friendly wanan, was with him most 
of the time. Ken had a nunber of worries which he expressed to her. 
He feared further internal bleeding, was concerned about having only 
one kidney, and was worried al::out whether he "NOuld be able to return 
to his nonnal activities. His nnther reassured him and also .ra:;ruested 
that the surgeon talk with him. ~mle Ken was able to speak. of his 
anxieties with his mother, he almost always refused her help or the 
help of the nurses in physical activities. Like rrost young teenagers, 
he needed to feel indeperrlent, regardless of the pain it caused him. 
Ken made a rapid recovery, leaving the hospital nine days after his 
accident. 
Nursing persormel were all staff members who had verbal contact 
with the children and their rrotbers during the observation pericx:1s. 
There 'Here nine registered nurses , five practical nurses, six nurse' s 
aides, and two stu::ient nurses. Six of . the registered nurses held 
ba.ccalaureate degrees, one held an associate degree, and two were 
diplana graduates. Experience anong the registered nurses ranged fran 
less than one year (4) to more than twenty years (2). 
Equipn:nt 
A small portable cassette tape recorder was used for recording 
all verbal behavior. Non-verbal behavior was written in a note1:x::>ok by 
the investigator during the observation periods. 
Procedure 
The rrethod was direct observation arrl recording of events ani 
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verbal interactions of nothers, children, and nursing personnel. 
The investigator, the writer of this stu:1y, dressed in street clothes 
and a white clinic coat, sat in each child I s roan observing and record-
ing for a total of five hours on five separate occasions. Two series 
of five observations each with t\t,.lo different children were canpleted 
and discarde:1 before data gathering began. In each of the following 
eight series of observations, the data collected during the first obse~ 
vation pericd were discarded. The first two series and the first obser-
vation period. of each subsequent series were used as acclirna.tization 
pericds for staff, nnthers, children, and the investigator. It was 
expected that data distortion due to the novel presence of the observer 
'WOuld be rec1ocec1 by the orientation proc:edures. 
All data were collected between the day of a child's admission 
and the fourth day after admission to the unit. The first observation 
was made no later than forty-eight hours after admission. Variations 
in starting titre were due to the investigator' s academic obligations 
and schedule, the availability of the m:Jthers for obtaining oonsent, 
and the absence of the children fran the unit for diagnostic procedures 
and treat:rrents. It was considered necessary for the rrother to be pres-
ent during all observations with the two children who were not able to 
converse neaningfully with staff, and this altered. the schedule. All 
observations were made on consecutive days onCE::! an observation series 
had begun. 
Observation tiJ.res were arranged so that the four data gathering 
hours of each series were evenly distributed between the day ani evening 
shifts. Observations were not made on the night shift as it was 
expected that children would be sleeping arrl fe;v verba.l interactions 
would occur. Two hours of observation occurred between 8: 00 A .M. and 
3:00 P.H. and two hours took place beb'leen 3:00 P.M. and 10:00 P.M. 
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It was initially attempte:l to randomize the selection of observation 
hours within the two shifts. However, it was found that so many 
adjust:Irents were necessary for the various sche:lules of children, 
IrOthers, and investigator that fonna.l ra.n:1cmization ,.vas useless. 
Thereafter, the investigator arrange:l the times to be evenly distrib-
uted over roth shifts and to allow for the representation of every hour 
between 8: 00 A • .f.l. and 10: 00 P .1-1. at least once and not nnre than three 
t.i.rres. No child was observed during the same hour on different days. 
Every day of the week. was represented. at least once. 
As soon after the admission of a r:otential subj ect as possible, 
the investigator talked with the child and his mother alx:>ut partici-
pating in the sttrly. She intrOO.t:eed herself as a graduate sttrlent in 
child nursing sttrlying the life of the hospitalized child. She 
explained that with their pennission she muld like to sit quietly in 
the child's roan for se""eral hours in the next. fe!tl days and observe 
ewnts occurring there. She muld be tape recording conversations and 
sounds and would also be writing down what she saw. She would not be 
able to talk with them during the period of observation but would be 
happy to answer any questions they might have after the hour was over. 
The mothers were asked to sign a fom giving pennission to the inves-
tigator to observe, to record, 'and to use any material in the final 
written report (see Apperrlix, p. 84). Every rcother and child 
approached consented to participate. 
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The investigator met with the day and evening staffs before 
beginning observations. She told them she was sttrlying the life of the 
hospitalized. child. To do so, she ~oJ'Ould be observing events in various 
children I s roans and tape reco:rding conversations and SO'l.ln1s. She 
emphasized that she was not there to tlspy on II nursing care or to 
criticize in any way. She added that she hoped they would fool free 
to move in and out of the roans and carry on their usual activities. 
She also explained that because she would be busy recording she would 
not be able to participate in nursing care. The last statement had a 
two-fold purpose. First, it set an expectation of the investigator's 
activity so that she \VOuld not be interrupted by requests for help. 
Second, it placed the responsibility for all nursing care on the regular 
staff. Hopefully, this conveya:I the expectation that they 't-K)uld carry 
out their usual activities regardless of the investigator's presence. 
Instrun:entation 
The verbal interactions of nursing :personnel, rrothers, and chil-
dren were transcribed from the tapes ,.vithin seventy-two hours of each 
observation period. The transcripts of the four observation peria:1s of 
each child were placed in consecutive order. Each series of four was 
cooed as a whole and. separately fran every other series. 
The verbal interactions were coded fran the transcripts using 
the Diers Nurse orientation System (Diers, 1971). In the Diers systen, 
a unit of verbal interaction is an utterance by one person £ran the t:iIre 
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he begins to speak to the tirIE he stops speaking. A new tmit begins 
when a second person begins to speak. For the purposes of coding, 
nurse and patient units were paired. throughout the length of the 
transcript. All nurse units were coded first. Each unit was coded 
into one of the ten categories of the Nurse Orientation System. When 
all the nurse units in a transcript ''lere coded, the IOOther and child 
units were cod.ed ,"lithout looking at the nurse unit category ccrles. 
futher and child tmits were coded as patient units. They -were differ-
entiated. by color of ink on the coding sheet, so that mother and. child 
units could be analyzed separately (see Appendix, p. 86). 
Two complete transcripts canprising eight hours of observation 
of two children' were' cooed and sent to Derma Diers to check coder 
reliability. r.1iss Diers coded and returned the transcripts. Eighty-
b~ percent agreerrent was achieved between the investigator and .Hiss 
Diers which the latter believa:i was as gc::x:rl. agreement as was possible. 
The nunber of units in each categorx of the Nurse Orientation 
System was counted. Percentages of units per categorx were calculated. 
for nursing personnel as a whole, registera:i nurses, licensed practical 
nurses, nurse's aides, rrDthers, and children. 
Analysis of Data 
Analysis of data was descriptive. Percentage profiles of units 
per categorx of the Nurse Orientation System for nursing personnel as 
a whole, registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, nurse' 5 aides, 
rrothers, and children are presented. 
CHAPTER III 
FINDDr;S 
A total of l, 099 units of verbal behavior were coded. using the 
Nurse Orientation System. Four hundrerl. seventy-eight units were those of 
nursing :fCrsonncl, rrothers, and children in Group 1 interactions. 
Six hU'ldreel twenty-one units were those of persormel, rrothers and chil-
dren in Group 2 interactions. Table 2 sho\vs the number of units coded 
for each level of nursing :personnel, rrothers and children. Each unit 
was coded into the appropriate category of the Nurse Orientation System. 
The :percentage of units in each category was calculated for nursing per-
sonnel as a whole, inclu:ling sttrlent nurses, registered nurses, prac-
tical nurses, and nurse's aides. Percentages per category for sttrlent 
nurses were not calculated as the nurnber of lmits was too small to be 
neaningful. Percentage of units per category were also calculated for 
rrothers when they were interacting with· the nursing personnel in general, 
with registereel nurses only, with practical nurses only, arrl with aides 
only. The same was done . for the children' s verbal units. 
The percentage profiles of units per category of the Nurse 
Orientation System for all levels of nursing staff, for rrothers, an::l 
for children are presented in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. The major orienta-
tion categories, that is, orientation toward an object, tavard the 
patient, tavard the nurse, and. tavard another person, are listed with 
the percentage of total verbal units that were fourrl in each one. The 
Patient and Nurse Orientation categories have been further broken down 
TABLE 2 
Number of Verbal Units of Mothers, Children, and Each level 
of Nursing Personnel for Each Patient Group. 
Nunber of Units in Group 1 Interactions 
Hothers 97 
Children 128 
Registered nurses 178 
Practical nurses 48 
Nurse I s aides 24 
Student nurses 3 
Total 478 
Nunber of Units in Group 2 Interactions 
t-bthers 103 
Children 176 
Registered nurses 132 
Practical nurses 160 
Nurse's aides 38 






Percentage of Verbal Units Per category of All Nursing Personnel, 
Mothers, and Children 
Orientation 
Nurse Units 
N = 253 
Mother Units 
N = 97 
Child Units 
N = 128 
Object 15.8% 9.3% 22.6% 
Patient 49.7 56.7 50.6 
- Feeling- - - - - - - - - - - -2:-0- - - - - - - -5:-2- - - - - - - - 4.6 - --
Thinking-Evaluative 9.0 10.3 10.9 
Being-Doing 38 • 7 41.2 35 • 9 
~rurse 20.6 17.5 5.3 
Fee1L'1g 2.4 1.0 0.0 
Think.ing-Eva1uati ve 2.8 0.0 1.5 
Being-Doing 15.4 16.5 3.8 
other 9.25 7.2 11.7 
Nurse Units Mother units Child iJni ts 
Orientation N = 343 N = 103 N = 176 
Object 15.0% 16.5% 9.1% 
Patient 55.5% 46.5% 59.6% 
- -Pcclinq- - - - - - - - - - - -6-.-4- - - - - - - -7-:7- ~ - - - - - -16.4 - --
Thinking-Evaluative 3.7 5.8 2.2 
Bcing-I?oi.J1g 45.4 33.0 41. a 
Nurse 14.4 15.4 9.7 
- -Peeling- - - - - - - - - - - - :-8- - - - - - - --0:-0- - - - - - - - 0.0 - --
Thinking-Evaluative .8 0.9 0.6 
Being-Doing 12.8 14.5 9.1 






Percentage of Vemal Units Per Catego.ry of Registered Nurses, 
Mothers I and Children 
Nurse Units Mother Units QuId Units 
Orientation N = 178 N = 55 N = 98 
Q!?ject 15. 7% 3.6% 22.4% 
Patient 48.8 58.1 47.9 
----------------~------------------------Peeling 1.12 3.6 5.1 
Tl1lPJdng-Evaluative 11.7 10.9 8.1 
Being-Doing 36.0 43.6 34 • 7 
Nurse 19.1 16.3 5.6 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -..-.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - ...... - - --
Feeling 2.8 0.0 0.0 
Thir~ing-Evaluative 3.4 0.0 2.0 
Being-Doing 12.9 16. 3 . 3.6 
Other 10.7 7.2 14.3 
Nurse Units Mother Units Child Units 
Orientation N = 132 N = 69 N = 32 
Object 15 .. 9% 20.3% ---~.-. -3.1% 
Patient 59.8% 55.1% 71.9% 
- --PeeImg- - - - - - - - - - -4:-5- - - - - - - - -7:-2- - - - - - - -12.5 --
Thinking-Evaluative 5.3 4.4 6.3 
Being-Doing 50.0 43.5 53.1 
Nurse 13.6 8.6 12.5 
- -Peelfug- - - - - - - - - - -0:-0- - - - - -.- - -0:0- - - - - - - - 0.0 --
Thir~ing-Evaluative 0.0 0.0 3.1 
Being-Doing 13.6 8.6 9.4 






Per:centage of Verbal Units Per Catego.ry of Licensed Practical Nurses, 
:t-k>thers, and Children 
-' 
Nurse units f/Iother Units Child Units 
Orientation N = 48 N = 17 N = 16 
bb-ject . 16. 7% 5.8% 12.5% 
Patient 54.15 70.4 75.0 
- -FeeIing- - - - - - - - - - -4~:-17 - - - - - - - 11:-7- - - - - - - - 0.'0 - --
Thinking-Evaluative 2.08 11.7 12.5 
Being-Doing 47.9 47.0 62.5 
Nurse 24.98 17 • 6 6.2 
----------------....------------------------Feeling 2.08 0.0 0.0 
Thinking-Evaluative 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Being-Doing 22.9 17 .6 6 • 2 
Other 2.08 0.0 6.2 
Nurse 'Units .Mother Units Child Units 
Orientation N = 160 N = 28 N = 81 
Object 15.0% 10.7% 12.3% 
Patient 51.1 28.5 75.9 
- -FeeTlllg - - - - - - - - - - -8:-1- - - - - - - - -7:-1- - - - - - - -26-.6 - - -
Thinking-Evaluative 1.8 7.1 1.2 
Being-Doing 41.2 14.3 48.1 
Nurse 17.4 28.6 11.1 
- -Feeling - - - - - - - - - - -1:-2- - - - - - - - -0:-0- - - - - - - - 0.0 - --
Thinking-Evaluati va 1.8 3.6 0.0 
Being-Doing 14.4 25.0 11.1 






Percentage of Verbal Units Per Categot:y of Nurse' s Aides, Moth 
Mothers, and Children 
Aide Units MOther Units Child Units 
Orientation N = 24 N·= 24 N = 14 
Object 16.6% 25.0% 35.7% 
Patient------~--·------4r:7 . 7 
- -Feeling- - - - - - - - - - ~O:-O- - - - - - - - -5:-0- - - - - - - -7.1 - --
rrhlnkinq-Eva1uati ve 4.2 8.4 28.5 
Being-Doing 37.5 41.6 7.1 
Nurse 20. 8 17 • 5 . 7 .1 
-_ .. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - - - - --- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - --
Feeling 0.0 5.0 0.0 
Thi~Y~ng-Eva1uative 4.2 0.0 0.0 
Being-Doing 16.6 12.5 7.1 
other 16.7 13.4 0.0 
Aide·-tJnits Mother units Child Units 
Orientation N = 38 N = 4 N = 25 
Object 15.7% 0.0% 8.0% 
Patient 57.8 0.0 64.0 
- -Peelmg-- - -- - - - - - - - -2:-6- - - - - - - - -0:-0- - - - - - - - 2.0 - --
Thinking-Evaluative 5.2 0.0 0.0 
Being-Doing 50.0 0.0 52.0 
Nurse--- 10.4 50.0 12.0 
Feeling 2.6 0.0 0.0 
Thinking-Evaluative 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Being-Doing 7 • 8 50.0 12.0 




into the three d.irrensions of feeling, thinking, and being-doing. Per-
centages shown for the three ~..nsions are percentages of total units 
for that group of personnel, nothers, or children. Their sum is the 
percentage of pa.tient-oriented or nurse-oriented units as a whole. The 
feeling, thinking, and being-ooing d.irrensions of orientation 'totvard 
others have not been indicated. It was found that 'With very few excep-
tions people were oriented to others in the being-doing dimension. 
This was true of staff, nothers, and children. Thus the percentages 
shoNn for the other Orientation category are canposites of all three' 
dimensions, but in actuality reflect orientation in the being-doing 
dimension. The percentages shOtVIl in the tables do not reflect 100% of 
the units. Seven percent of the units fran Group 1 interactions and 12% 
of the units f:rcm Group 2 interactions ,vere omitted because they oould 
not be hearoclearly on the tape or meaningfully transcribed. Their 
presence was noted, however, and they were ooded as "unintelligible." 
Table 3 sunnarizes the percentage profiles of all verbal units 
coded. The nursing personnel values include registered nurse, licensed 
practical nurse, student nurse, and nurse's aide units. All codable 
Irother and child mits are represented. It will be mted that the 
greatest percentage of verbal un?-ts falls in the Patient Orientation 
categorj for nursing personnel, not hers , and children, irrespective of 
group. Approximately one-half of the staff's utterances were oriented 
toward the children Ol!' their rrothers. Mothers 'Were oriented to them-
selves or their children about one-half of the time, and the children 
were oriented to themselves ab::>ut one-half of the tine. Nursing 
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personnel related to the nothers and children in the being-doing dimen-
sion predaninantly. Mothers related to themselves or to their children 
in the being-doing dimension for the Irost part. Children were oriented 
to themselves as being-doing persons rrore than as feeling or thinking 
persons. 
Table 3 indicates differences in the verbal behavior of the 
nursing staff as a whole fran one group to the other. There was 
slightly less patient orientation (49.7% of all nursing units) in 
interactions with Group 1 than with Group 2 (55.5%). Personnel inter-
acting with Group I rrothers and children related on a feeling level 2% 
of the t:i.ne cx:JTq?ared with 6.4% when interacting with Group 2 patients. 
They related to Group I on a thinking level (9% of all units) rrore often 
than they did with Group 2 (3.7%). Finally, nursing personnel were 
oriented rrore to themselves when dealing with Group I than when ~rking 
with Group 2. 
Tables 4, 5, and. 6 shCM the percentage profiles for the three 
levels of nursing persormel. Table 4 shcMs the percentages of all verbal 
units in each categozy . for the registered nurses, Table 5 for the 
licensed practical nurses, and Table 6 for the nurse's aides. Object 
orientation was stable at about 15% for all levels of personnel irrespec-
tive of patient group. The registered nurses and aides were less 
patient-oriented in their verbal behavior \IIi th Group I children and 
nothers than with Group 2 patients. The licensed practical nurses, 
hcMever, show a slightly greater percentage of patient-oriented 
restX>nses· to Group 1 rrothers and children than to those in Group 2. 
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All staff had lCMer pero:ntages of feeling dirrension interactions with 
Group 1 than with Group 2. Registered nurses and licensed practical 
nurses related to the Group 1 children and mothers as thinking-
evalll3.tive persons rrore often than they did with Group 2 children ani 
rrothers. All pe:rsonnel tended to refer nore to themselves in inter-
actions with Group 1 than with Group 2. Registered nurses and aides 
were oriented to others rrore often in their conversations with Group 1 
nothers and children than with those of Group 2. Again, the practical 
nurses differed, talking more about other people with Group 2 than with 
Group 1. 
The verbal behavior of Irothers differed f:ran one group to the 
other. It also differed fran nursing behavior in sane respects. 
Finally, rrothers l verbal behavior appeared to differ with the three 
levels of nursing personnel. In general, mothers were less oriented to 
objects than was the staff. Group 1 rrothers were less object-oriented 
than Group 2 rrothers except when they were talking with nurse I s aides. 
Group 1 rrothers were generally rrore oriented to thansel ves or 
their children in verbal behavior than were Group 2 mothers, the oppo-
site of nursing personnel. l·bthers in Group 1 related to themselves or 
to their children in the feeling dimension rrore often with practical 
nurses and aides than with registered nurses. In general, however, 
they had a lONer percentage of feeling reSJ:X)!lSes than the Group 2 
nuthers. Mothers in Group 1 made more thinking-evaluati ve resr:onses 
than Group 2 rrothers with all levels of personnel. 
Group 1 rrothers were slightly nore nurse-oriented than Group 2 
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. Il'Others as sham in Table 3. However, Group I rrothers had a lll'l..Ch 
higher pex:centage of nurse-oriented verbal units than Group 2 nothers 
when talking with registered nurses. The Group I rrothers \'Jere less 
oriented to nurses than the Group 2 rrothers when talking with practical 
nurses and aides. Finally, 100thers in, Group I were less oriented to 
other people than mothers in Group 2. When talking with practical 
nurses and aides Group 2 rrothers talked a.l:xJut others more than Group 1 
rrothers. The groups appeared the same in other-orientation in conversa-
tion with registered nurses. 
Group I children were generally less oriented to themselves than 
were the children of Group 2. In addition, the children of Group I were 
oriented to themselves as feeling persons as reflected in their verbal 
behavior less often than the children of Group 2 except in their inter-
actions with aides. Group I children had higher percentages of thinking-
evaluative responses with all levels of persormel than the Group 2 
children. 
Children in Group I were less oriented toward nurses than Group 
2 children at all levels of personnel. Group I children showed a 
greater percentage of other-oriented res:p::mses than ,Group 2 children in 
general. Group I children were 100re other-oriented when talking with 
registered nurses and licensed practical nurses. Group 2 children were 
nore other-oriented when talking with aides. 
Stmnary of Findings 
a) Nurses, rrothers, and children were predominantly patient-
oriented 'in the being-doing dimension. Percentages of units in the 
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being-doing d.irrension and the Patient Orientation catego:t:y were approxi-
matel y the SaJOO for nurses, nothers, and children in bc?th groups. 
b) Registered nurses and aides had lav-er percentages of verbal 
units in the Patient Orientation category for Group 1 patients than for 
Group 2 patients. Licensed practical nurses had nearly equal per-
centages with roth groups in the Patient orientation catego:ry. 
c) All personnel had laver percentages of verbal units in the 
Patient Orientation feeling catego:t:y and higher percentages in the 
Patient Orientation thinking-evaluative category in interactions with 
Group 1 than with Group 2. 
d) All nursing personnel had higher .percentages of verbal units 
in the Nurse Orientation catego:t:y in oonversation with Group 1 than with 
Group 2. 
e) Group 1 mothers had higher percentages of verbal units in 
the Patient Orientation category than either Group 2 rrothers or nursing 
staff. They had lower percentages of feeling d.iIrension resrx:>nses than 
Group 2 roothers, but higher than nursing staff. Group 1 mothers had 
higher p:rcentages of patient-oriented thinking-evaluative responses 
than Group 2 IOC)thers. 
f) Group 1 roothers had higher percentages of verba.l units in 
the Nurse Orientation category than Group 2 nothers. Group 1 IOOthers 
had lower percentages of other-oriented responses than Group 2 nothers. 
g) Group 1 children had lower percentages of verbal units in 
the Patient Orientation catego:ry than Group 2 children. Group 1 chil-
dren had lower percentages of feeling d.irrension resp::>nses· and higher 
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percentages of thinking-evaluative responses than Group 2 children. 
h) Group 1 children had lower percentages of nurse-oriented 
responses and. higher percentages of other-oriented response than Group 
2 children. 
DISCUSSION 
The findings will be discussed in relation to the research situa-
tion, characteristics of the sample, and the major research questions. 
The Research Situation 
Direct observation of a research situation inevitably changes it. 
Participants know they are being watched and behavior may be consciously 
and/or unconsciously modified as a result. Efforts on the part of the 
investigator to reduce anxiety in the participants and to nonnalize the 
research situation are c:r.:tlCial. Nevertheless, the situation vlill never 
be as it is in the absence of an observer. Factors operating as a 
result of the observer's presence inevitably influence the data which 
are obtained. The foll~Ting sections will discuss the identifiable 
factors that operated. during the data oollection period. The factors to 
be discussed will include those which the investigator perceived as 
facilitating a near-nonnal situation, those which gave evidal1ce that the 
participants were comfortable in the observer's presence, and those 
wl"J.ch appeared to undennine the normalcy of the situation. It must be 
bome in mind that tmidentifiable factors were undoubtec1ly operating as 
well, producirig their unknown influence on tile data and thus affecting 
its interpretability. 
The investigator was well knavn to the nursing staff on the pedi-
atric unit. She had worked on the unit as a staff nurse for the three 
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smmer xronths preceding the study. Relationships '-'lith staff nembers 
were wann and friendly during the St:lllm.:X V110rk experience. They remained 
so during the data collection pericxl. The investigator's acceptance by 
the staff nanbers was derronstrated by their calling her by her first 
narre, inviting her to coffee breaks and lunch, and stopping to chat \.men 
observation was not taking place. In addition, registered nurses, prac-
tical nurses, and aides began referring new admissions to the investi-
gator as scx:>n as the study got tmder way. Alnnst daily staff nembers 
told the investigator of a newly admitted child who "might be interest-
ing for your stwy." Staff nanbers also approached the investigator for 
suggestions aJ:::out hCM to handle troublesare situations with families 
being observed. 
That staff nanbers asked for advice in handling patient situa-
tions may have been an indication of defensiveness and a desire to "do 
the right thing" in the presence of the observer. The investigator 
listened to the problem, found. out what was being done al:x:>ut it, and 
supported the nursing actions. The requests for help decreased as the 
study progressed, indicating that perhaps staff had been initially defen-
sive, becx:ming less so as tirrepassed. On the other hand, their 
requests for help may have been rroti vated by a desire to be rrore helpful 
to the families than they believed they were. When no new ideas were 
forthcx:ming fran the investigator , they stopped asking her for advioo. 
Nursing personnel exhibited other behavior \mch indicated 
decreasing awareness of the observer f s presence. During the two trial 
observation series there were practically no nurse-pa.tient interactions. 
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It was rare that a nurse or aide entered the roan while the investigator 
was present. Interactions increased toward the end of the acclimatiza-
tion perioo., suggesting that staff becarre accustaned to the observer's 
presence. The absence of nurse-patient contact during the early obser-
vations may also be explained in part by a misUIrlerstanding voiced by 
one registered nurse. During one trial· observation period she entered 
a child's nx:m, saw the investigator, and imnediately left the roan. 
Later she stopped the investigator in the hall to inquire if it was all 
right for her to be in the rcx:m during observation. 11 I rouldn I t remember 
if 'VIe were sl.lpI;X)sed to stay out or just go ahead as if you weren't there. II 
The investigator told her to go ahead with her usual procedure regardless 
of the obse.rver' s presence. The investigator spoke with the other staff 
nenbers individually following this episode to make certain that they 
were not staying out of the roans because they thought the investigator 
wanted to be alone with the families. No one else seerre:1 to have 
received. this impression fran the investigator's initial talk. Personnel 
shCMed no overt hesitation in entering the children's :rocms in the 
observer's presence in later observation series. 
Not only did staff nanbers shcM no hesitation in entering the 
children • s roans, there is evidence to su:.rgest that they stopped noticing 
the investigator. There was a decrease in verbal exchanges between the 
observer and nursing personnel in children I S :roans. During the trial 
observations and the early data collection period, staff nenbers al\oJ'ays 
greeted the observer tJt?Ol1 entering a I.'OCm. Within a short period of ti.ma 
the verbal greeting gave way to a smile and the smile gave way to a 
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complete absence of acknowledgment of the observer I s presence. On one 
occasion a practical nurse entered Bonnie's roan to take her vital signs. 
She went a.l:x>ut her duties, rroving around the n::x:xn and chatting with 
Bonnie and her rrother. After several minutes she suddenly turned to the 
investigator, and in a startled voice said, "Oh! I thought there was 
saneone sitting there but I didn't really notice! Hi!" Unlike the 
practical nurse rrost staff nanbers were probably aware of the observer's 
presence all the t.ime. HCMever, they appeared to lose their initial 
hesitation and self-consciousness. 
There were several factors which may ha'Ve influenced the nonnalcy 
of the research situation. Staff members' awareness of the ohser'Ver and 
of being watched may have been increased by a statement made by the head 
nurse when the investigator explained the study to the staff. The 
investigator had previously discussed the study with the head nurse and 
had obtained her pennission to observe on the unit. She knew no more 
of the purpose of the sttrly than any other participant. She attended 
the rreeting which the investigator held with the nursing personnel to 
explain the study. When the investigator finished speaking, the head 
nurse said, "This will give us all an opportunity to look at ourselves 
and at our nursing care noN that we ha'Ve saneone \*latching us. II The 
investigator stressed again that she was not there to criticize nursing 
care but rather to observe all the events in the lives of hospitalized 
children. The head nurse was understandably concerned about improving 
nursing care on the pediatric unit. She 'W'elcared the current sttrly as a 
contribution to nursing knowledge and patient care, and she supported the 
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investigator's efforts fully. Nevertheless, her stat~nt at the staff 
rreeting may have influenced the norma.lcy of the research situation. 
Another factor that may have had unknOliVIl effects on the data was 
the fact that the staff was aware of the investigator's interest in the 
fatally ill child. The investigator was \«)rking with several children 
Vlho had leukemia. She was frequently on the pediatric unit with them 
when they were hospitalized. Although the investigator told the staff 
she was sttrlying children with non-fatal illnesses as well, the staff 
focused attention on the fatally ill children in the sttrly when talking 
to the investigator. It was always a fatally ill child they referred 
tqX>n admission. It was always a child in danger of dying that they 
discussed with the investigator when there \vere problems of rnanage:rrent. 
It may be that the staff needec1 to talk with sareone about the many 
fatally ill children on the unit. They may have perceived the investi-
gator as a s:pecialist in the subject or as an em.pathic listener so 
that they talked rcore a.lx>ut the dying clllldren than about the others. 
On the other hand, it is likely that they perceived the fatally ill 
child as the focus of the sttrly. Suspecting this, their interactions 
with children and mothers of Group 1 may have been affected more by the 
observer and the sttrly than their interactions with Group 2 nothers 
and children. 
The two hours of observation preceding data collection with 
each child appeared to be an adequate acclimatization period. The 
investigator ta.lked 'trith each mother and child for a few minutes before 
each observation pericx:l, asking about the child's progress and verifying 
that the observer's presence for an hour ~u1d be acceptable to both 
rrother and child at that tima. Most rrothers and children appeared to 
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ignore the observer after the initial conversation. Even in the first 
observation periods devoted to orientation, mothers and children inter-
acted little if at all with the investigator. They kne\~ she was a 
nurse yet always called for one of tOO staff rrembers when they needed 
help. Mothers and children talked with each other, watched television, 
or played garres. t\1ben m:>thers were absent children watched television 
or played , rarely acknOiNledging the observer r s presence. The observer 




Several characteristics of the sample must be considered for 
their p:lssible effects on the interpretability of the data. The tmique 
characteristics· of individuals may affect the data in ways unrelated to 
any CCIl1TOn characteristics of the group to which they belong ,~hen 
sample sizes are small. The groups comprising children, ll.'Others, 
licensed practical nurses and nurse's aides were particularly small. 
With the exception of the nurse's aides, there \vere individuals in each 
group whose behavior was outstanding or unusual and who influenced 
those interacting with them. 
One licensed practical nurse stood out not only fran her aNn 
group but fran all the nursing personnel. She was an attractive, not-
quite-miellie-aged 'WCl1laIl who see:ted to radiate a calm self-confidence, 
deep concern for her patients, arii gcxXi humor. She was a highly 
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cx:rnpetent practitioner of physical nursing care and \'IaS usually 
. assigned to the children in greatest need of skilled care. In addi-
tion, she appeared to be acutely aware of her patients' errotional needs. 
In the course of any extended rontact 'tvith a oother or child, her large 
number of patient-oriented interactions included many responses to the 
feeling dimension of her pa.tient or his mother. During the study she 
had extended contacts with tvlO children in each group. She \iaS, however, 
the only practical nurse to interact extensively with the children and 
rrothers of Group 1. 
Each of the llOthers possessed individual characteristics which 
appeared to influence the staff rrenbe:rs' interactions with t..'1em. 
Bruce's nother was a quiet young woman. She was devoted to her child 
and cooperated fully iI\'d.th his nursing care and nedical regimen. She 
asked for help when she needed it but rarely initiated a conversation 
unless it directly concerned Bruce's care. Nursing verbal interactions 
with her tended to focus on Bruce' s in:mediate, usually physical needs. 
David's rrother was also quiet. She spoke little with nursing staff. 
Staff rarely approached her except to obtain infonnation atout David's 
activity or appetite. She appeared tense and anxious to the observer, 
often losing pa.tience with David. Bonnie's mother had severe psych;iatric 
problems for which she refused. treab:rent. She exaggerated her child's 
syrnptans to the point of being untruthful. She \'1aS demanding and 
critical of the nursing staff. One registered nurse characterized the 
general attituie of the staff tcMard her when she told the investigator, 
"I don't know InN you can sit in there with that~! I can't stand 
to go in there for a minute at a time. HC1N do you stay there for an 
hour?" 
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The 0"0 Group 2 nothers were remarkably similar to each other 
and vert different fran the Group I nothers. Poth were attractive, 
gregarious, well-educated wa:nen of high socio-economic status. They 
were cheerful and frierrlly, interested in .the hospital environnent and 
in the nursing persormel as individuals. It was not unusual for staff 
to stop and chat ,dth them about everything fran their little brothers 
to their husbands. There appeared to be little tension in the inter-
actions. 
Probably the greatest individual difference in the children 
which affected nurse-patient interactions was the severity of illness 
during the hospitalization. Three of the four children in Group I were 
seriously ill at the ti.n:e of admission and in danger of dying without 
rigorous treat:rrent. David, hc:Mever, appeared healthy. Although he had 
a fatal illness vlhich was worsening, he showed no signs of it. His 
nursing care needs were m.i.nirnal, considerably fewer than those of his 
basically healthy age-counterpart, Mark, in the postoperative perioo. 
David was uncharacteristic of his group in this respect. The fact nay 
have affected the data and their interpretability. 
In addition to unique characteristics of individuals, certain of 
the groups had peculiarities which differentiated them fran others. The 
registered nurses Wlere alnost all yotmg' worren in their twenties with 
less than five years of nursing ex,t;:erience. Of the seven registered 
nurses under the age of thirty, five were marriErl. and. one had a child. 
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Most of the registered nurses had 'M:>rked on the ~atric unit for less 
than one year. The nurse's aides were similar to the registered nurses 
in being young and of few years of experience. The licensed practical 
nurses, on the other hand, were all older vvanen with many years of 
nursing experience. All were narried with gram children. Most of them 
had 'WOrked on the unit for a nunber of years and had developed long-tenn 
relationships with sare of. the rrothers and ,children in Group 1. The 
differences in work experiences and age-related life experiences of the 
registered nurses and practical nurses suggests that their verba.l inter-
actions with patients might be different. The possible effects of the 
group differences will be further explored in the discussion of the 
specific research findings. 
The differences in the two groups of mothers ha'V'e been rren-
tioned. Group 1 mothers seaned to repel nursing oontacts while Group 2 
rrothers welcaned them. It is probably ooincidental that the two rrothers 
in Group 2 were similar in personality, education, and socio-econanic 
background. The Group I rrothers also had. certain characteristics in 
camon, incltrling lower-middle class social standing, less education, 
and less attractive physical appearance than the Group 2 mothers. The 
rrothers of Bru:::e and David \vere scmewhat withdrawn while Bonnie' s 
noth.er had e.rrotional and behavioral problerrs. It is likely that the 
personality characteristics of the Group 1 nothers ~vere in part the 
result of having a gravely ill child. Nevertheless, the differences in 
the two groups ,of nothers were striking. They will be further examined 
in the discussion of the research findings. 
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Research Questions 
The problems of the research situation and the peculiarities 
of the sanple impose limitations on the intexpretability and general-
izability of the research findings. Nevertheless, the data stggest 
several trends in the nurse-patient interactions \'lhich are related to 
th~ research questions. The trends will be discussed in tenus of those 
t:ertaining to nursing personnel, those related. to IOOthers, and those 
associated. with children. 
Geis (1965), Glaser and Strauss (1964,1965), Quint (1967), 
Wallace and Ta-mes (1969), and \\Todinsky (1964) discuss physical and 
atOtional avoidance of the fatally ill p:ltient on the part of nursing 
personnel. Numbers of verbal· interactions alone provide no infonnation 
about: frequency or length of physical contact. Many vemal tmits may 
fill a short. perioo of ti.Ire while an hour of physical proximity may 
pass ,·lith but few verbal exc..l-}anges. Nevertheless, the raw numbers repre-
senting the verbal l.l1'lits for each level of ~sonne1 in the current 
study suggest that personnel were nore vocal with Group 2-. flCMever, the 
difference may be rrore a reflection of staff assignm:;mt and l.l1'lit rranage-
ment factors than any real difference of response to the 'b~'O patient 
groups. Registered nurses were plentiful on the clay shift. They gave 
direct patient care to children in both groups. Evening shift regis-
tered nurses, hoNever, "Jere always team leaders. Their patient inter-
actions were approximately equal in each group as they gave na:lications 
an:i made rounds. Their number of verbal interactions reflects their 
equal involverrent with both groups in direct patient care and as team 
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lead.ers. The nearly e::jUa1 nunber of verool units for nurse's aides 
when interacting "lith the two groups reflects similar equal involve-
trent. rhlle they were usually assigned to Group 2 patients, they 
occasionally were responsible for Group 1 patients. In addition, they 
answered call· lights and ran errands for the two groups in about equal 
treasure. 
The practical nurses had nearly 100 nore verbal units in inter-
action with Group 2 patients than with Group 1 patients. Physical 
avoidance may have occurred between practical nurses and Group 1 
patients, but assignment factors are nore likely the cause of the dis-
crepancy. Practical nurses were assigned to Group 2 patients on both 
day and evening shifts. They cared for Group 1 patients only on the 
evening shift during the data collection pericx1. There were brief 
practical nurse-patient exchanges during the day shift but no extended 
contact with Group 1.. Thus there were fewer oPfOrtunities for practical 
nurse interactions with Group 1 rrothers and children. The nunber of 
verbal units in. their Group 1 interactions represents predaninantly 
interactions on only one shift, whereas the number of verbal units for 
their Group 2 contacts reflects interactions on two shifts. 
The raw data suggest that the pediatric staff members had 
essentially equal nunbers of interactions with the two groups of chil-
dren and mothers an:l probably did not engage in physical avoidance of 
Group 1 as a whole. The character of their verbal interactions as 
delineated by the Nurse Orientation System reveals both similarities 
and differences in their verbal orientation to themselves, to the 
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rrothers, and to the children of the two groups. The characteristics of 
the staff's verbal behavior will be discussed tvith reference to the 
fX)ssilile explanations for the differences observe:1 arrong levels of 
persoIU"1el and betweo....n the two patient groups. 
The verbal behavior of all nursing personnel was patient-
oriented, with approximately one-half of their verbal tmits falling 
in the Patient Orientation category. The nurse's role is that of 
attending to the patient's needs. Thus it is not surprising that the 
greater part of a, nurse f s verbal behavior is oriented toward the patient 
in an effort to discover and meet those needs. . All personnel tended 
to 00 oriented to the mothers and children predaninantly as physical 
fJersons, that is in the being-doing dimension. The emphasis on the 
physical aspects of the patients springs fran bv'O p::>ssible sources. 
The crJ.ldren were hospitalized with physical illnesses requiring 
tredical or surgical managerrent. Nu:::h of their nursing care was devoted 
to carrying out the therapeutic regimen. Therefore r oonsiderable effort 
and interest were invested in the children as physical persons which is 
reflected in the verbal behavior of the staff. Children and their 
rrothers are nore than physical entities, hCMever. They have errotional 
needs as well, not a few of which may be direct results of illness and 
hospitalization. The greater emphasis on the patients as physical per-
sons coupled with the very low percentage of verbal units oriented to 
the patients as feeling persons suggest that nurses were perhaps ignor-
ing enntional needs. Diers (1971) suggests that nurses relate less to 
the feeling dimension of their patients than to the physical aspects 
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because of inability to approach patients on the feeling level and 
tmcertainty as to how to handle then if they did. Thus a second expla-
nation for the preponderance of being-doing interactions is that nurses 
feel !rOm canpetent in that mode. Although they may be aware of the 
existence of enotional needs in their patients they are uncomfortable 
and unsure of their ability to be helpful in conversation at the feeling 
level. 
The licensed practical nurses made a greater proportion of 
patient-oriented resr:onses on the feeling level with roth groups as 
carrpared "With registere:1 nurses and aides. The difference may be 
attributable to the mique characteristics of the practical nurse group, 
outlined above. They \'1ere older than most other staff ,members, had 
raised their families, had more' years of nursing experience behirrl them, 
had worked on the pediatric unit longer, and had developed long-tenn 
relationships \.nth sane of the families of the fatally ill children. 
For example, one of the practical nurses had knCMn Bonnie since her 
diagnosis of cystic fibrosis thirteen years before. The practical nurse 
group also incltrled the nurse described ab::>ve who was exceptionally 
a't:>Jare of her patients I errotional needs. It is suggested that the prac-
tical nurses I greater life experience enabled them to meet the patients 1 
errotional needs rore frequently than the yotmg and canparatively 
inexperienced registered nurses. The implication is that professional 
nursing education does not necessarily oonfer the ability to :rreet 
patients' errotional needs, but rather it is a canbination of an indi-
vidual's personal qualities canbinerl with experience in the world and 
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with people. 
All nursing }?ersonnel had la..ver percentages of feeling dimension 
verbal units in interactions with Group 1 than with Group 2. There are 
several !X>ssible explanations for this finding. First I the fact that 
the Group 1 children had fatal illnesses may have created anxiety and 
threats 'to the nurses' ccmposure (Glaser & Strauss, 1965). Interaction 
on a feeling level \vi th m::>thers and. children of Group 1 \-las rrore diffi-
cult than with Group 2 rrothers and. children and was therefore avoided. 
Feeling level conversations with Group 2 children and mothers was easier 
because there was little threat of the discussion of death. In addition, 
the Group 2 children made more feeling level responses in orientation 
tcmard themselves than the Group 1 children, }?erhaps enoouraging nurses 
to respond in the same dimension. Another possible explanation lies in 
the behavior of the children" Chronically and fatally ill children tend 
not to talk al::x:>ut their illness-related feelings with adults unless the 
opportunity is presented. Even then many will not share haN 'they feel 
about their disease and prognosis (Vlaechter, 1971). A reciprocity may 
exist .between nursing staff and children. The staff, una'tvare of heM 
rm.:cil the child knCMs, how' much the parent \'I1ants the child to k:n.av, and 
probably anxious a1:out discussing the subject may avoid feeling level 
confrontations ,dth the child. The child , receiving no encouragerrent 
fran the staff, also avoids the subject. Of course, there are feeling 
level responses Which do not deal with. illness, dying, and death. I-IaN-
ever, it is possible that these elenents are foremost in the nurse's 
t=erCeption of the fatally ill child and lead to avoidance of all 
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arotional contacts. Finally, the lower percentage of patient-oriented 
feeling responses' by nurses to Group I patients may be related rrore 
to the individual characteristics of therrothers than to the fact of 
the children's fatal illnesses. It was observed previously that the 
Group I nnthers,by their silence, shyness, or demandingness, seened to 
repel nursing staff. They at least did not appear to welcare conversa-
tion at any level in contrast to the outgoing Group 2 nothers. Perhaps 
nursing personnel were willing to talk with the Group 1 mothers to 
enable them to rreet the children 1 s medical needs, but could not tolerate 
prolonged conversation or enotional exploration, especially since the 
lIDthers tended to discourage conversation. . The lIDtherS' personality 
characteristics were undoubtedly partially the result of having a des-
perately ill child. It is likely that the staff perceived this, adding 
to a general feeling of inadequacy in dealing vlith errotional needs, 
especially '¥here death was concemed. 
The registered nurses and aideShad lower percentages of verbal 
units in the Patient Orientation categoxy as a whole when interacting 
with Group I patients than with Group 2 pa.tients. The licensed prac-
ti.cal nurses had nearly equal percentages ttlith roth groups. The differ-
ence appears to lie in the differences of feeling-orientation described 
above plus differences in other-orientation. The registered nurses and 
aides had a greater pl:OJ;lOrtion of responses in the other Orientation 
category in general than the practical nurses. They had a greater pro-
r:x:>rtion of other-oriented responses to Group I than to Group 2. Talking 
about other people may have been easier and less anxiety-produ::ing for 
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the younger staff members. All levels of nursing personnel· had a 
greater a.rrl approxi.TUatel y equal proportion of nurse-oriented. responses 
when interacting with Group 1 than with Group 2. Again, anxiety and 
avoidance tactics II\'3.y have led nurses to the relative safety of dis-
cussing their am lives with the fatally ill children and their rrothers. 
They talked about themselves, thus limiting opp::>rtmli ties to talk about 
the child. On the other hand, staff members may have talked· about them-
selves and shared aspects of their lives in an effort to amuse and 
divert Group 1 mothers and children, thus relieving sane of their 
anxiety (Craytor, 1969). 
All nursing personnel were oriented to Group 1 nothers and chil-
dren as thinking-evalmtive persons in greater proportion than they 
were to Group 2 patients. Several explanations for the difference are 
plausible. It may represent a shift fran the more threatening anotional 
dimension to the canparative safety of rationality in dealing with 
dying children and their rrothers. On the other hand, the etrotional 
impact of fatal illness may have had virtually nothing to do ''lith staff 
behavior in this respect. Rather, it may be a result of the staff' s 
recognition of the long-term nature of the illness and the experiences 
of both children and mothers with the disease and its treatment. The 
staff may have perceived the mothers and children as partners in care. 
They could be relied upon to provide accurate and valuable infonnation 
a.lx>ut symptans, equip:nent, and general problems. They were rro:te 
k.rlaV'ledgeable about the children's illnesses and hospitalizations than 
the Group 2 mothers and children, who generally had little hospital 
experience. The staff's reliance on the infomation Group 1 children 
and nothers could provide is illustrated in the follo;.n.ng dialogue 
between a registered nurse and Bonnie. They are discussing the fact 
that Bonnie missed one of her IX>stural drainage treatments the day 
before. 
R. N. : NcM, tell me again, Bonnie, ,.,hat happe.i.ed yesterday? 
Bonnie: Well, the girl from the clinic came to get me to take 
me da.m for the :PJstural drainage. But then the nurses said I 
couldn I t go because I had to go upstairs for sane thing else--
an EKG or sa:ret.~ing. So I went upstairs for that and when I 
got back it was too late for clinic. 
R. N. : It must have been in the afternoon saneti.me. 
Bonnie: Nope 1 t.'men I got back dinner had been here for al:out 
a half-hour. 
R. N. : And then you got your treatrrent on evenings? 
Bonnie: Yup. 
R. N. : Okay. So it was just· that tin:e in the afternoon that you 
missed. Bonnie, if you can see that sanething is happening and 
you I ve missed one, say sanething to saneone, okay? In case we 
don I t catch it you can remind us. 
The behavior and personality characteristics of the Group 1 
m:Jthers have been discussed. The carreon behavioral manifestations of 
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parents anticipating the death of a child may help to explain the trends 
outlined in their verbal behavior. All of the Group 1 children had been 
ill for years. The nothers knew they \;-]Quld eventually die. The long 
courses of the children's illnesses allONed the nothers tine for 
preparatory rrourning (Friedman, 1967; Friedman et al., 1963; Natterson 
& Knu:lson, 1960: Richrrorrl & vJaisman, 1955). Several of the five 
manifestations of grief described by Lindanann (1944) are particularly 
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helpful in understanding the interaction patterns of the Group 1 
nothers. Preoa:::upation with the image and :menory of the deceased is 
one. Prooccupation with the living child is one phase of the anti-
cipatol:Y grieving p:r:ocess. As adaptation progresses there is a gradua.1 
relinquishment of the child \-lith increasing interest in others (Friedman, 
1967; Friedman et al., 1963; Natterson & YJ:1u:lson, 1960; Richrrond & 
Waisman, 1955). A second be..l-mvioral manifestation of grief described by 
Lindemann is irritability I i.rnp:1tience, and social withdrawal. In 
addition, parents of fatally ill children are often hostile and angry 
wvard hospital staff. They may criticize the quality and efficiency of 
nursing care in their frustration and :b.elplessness over being unable to 
prevent the loss of their children (vJeiner, 1970a). 
Group 1 trothers had higher p?rcentages of verbal units in the 
Patient Orientation category th,an Group 2 nothers. The figures may 
represent the greater preoccupation with their children and with them-
selves characteristic of prep:rratory grief. In interactions \vith nurs-
ing personnel they shewed trore concern and insistence that their 
children's needs be met. 1iJost of their patient-oriented resp::>Ilses were 
in the physical dimension, probably reflecting ~~eir concern for the 
children IS rredical rranagement and their hope for one trore rocovery. 
They had fewer feeling level interactions with staff than the Group 2 
nothers. Their lONer percentage of units in the feeling dirrension may 
reflect a canbination of factors. The social 'vithdra~val characteristic 
of grief may have prevented them fran engaging in interchange \dth 
nurses except when necessary for the children's welfare. The nurses 
may have responded to the withdrawal by withdrawing themselves from 
errotional contact so that feeling level interactions tqere blocked. 
Perhaps it was a :reluctance on the part of the nurses to discuss enn-
tional elements that inhibited rrothers fran talking. Probably there 
was a canbination and interaction of the various factors to prootCe a 
minimum of feeling dirrension exchanges. 
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Characteristics of the grieving process nay accotmt for the 
differences observed between Group 1 and Group 2 rrothers with regaro. to 
orientation ta-vard nurses and others. The Group 1 mothers \-Jere rrore 
nurse-oriented in their verbal· interactions. They may have wanted to 
direct attention away fran thansel ves and their anxieties. However, 
smh an explanation is inconsistent with their greater proportion of 
patient-oriented units and la.,er propjrtion of other-oriented lIDits. 
It is sUJgested that their greater nurse orientation represents their 
concern with the quality of nursmg care. They satq the staff as 
udoers" for their children. Their nurse-oriented responses were fre-
quentl y carroands, requests, arrl criticisms. For example, Bonnie 
received intravenous rredi.cation every few hours which caused sene 
irritation and pain at the catheter site. She canplained to a regis-
tered nurse who reduced. the flON. Bonnie told her it was better. 
Her mother, hcMever, either did not accept the child t s j u:lgmant or was 
dissatisfied. A fev minutes later a nurse's aide entered. Bonnie I s 
rrother said: liDo you think you could get the R. N. to listen to you? 
I think that is infiltrating and Bonnie says it just bums. 11 The 
nnther was oriented_ in part to the aide and expressed her criticism 
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through her.. The remark reflects the irritability and impatience 
characteristic of anticipatory grief. It also reveals a distrust in 
the nursing staff's canpetence and an anger at their perceived inability 
to make her daughter canfortable. The lONer percentage of 'other-
oriented mits may represent the withdrawal of interest fran other 
?9Ople on the part of the Group 1 nothers. They all appeared to be in 
the stage of grief when preoccupation with their a.vn children and with 
tha:nsel ves was pa.rarrotmt. 
The greater pro:p.:>rtion of pa.tient-oriented, thinking-evaluative 
res:£X)nses made by Group I nothers probably reflects their greater 
kn<::Mledge of their children's illness and. their managE!lel1t. It also 
coincides ,'lith the nurses' reliance on them to provide pertinent medical 
infoma.tion. 
The vemal behavior of the Group 2 nothers was directed outward 
and away fran their children and themselves' nore t:hail the verbal behav-
ior of the Group I rrothers. The personality characteristics previously 
noted were partly responsible for the difference. Nevertheless, t.,."1.ere 
were differences in the stresses tmder which they o,perated. during the 
children I s hospitalizations. Group I rrothers were coping vuth the 
long-tenn and i.rrmediate threat of death. Group 2 nothers, while con-
cemed 'a1:::x:>ut the success of their children's surgery and their recovery, 
were reasonably sure the children would not die. They realistically 
ex.pected their children to return hone in a f€!N days and resune their 
pre-hospital existence. Thus they could afford to direct their 
attentions away fran their children occasionally and show interest in 
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others and the envirorm:ent. Their nurse-oriented responses were fewer 
than those of the Group 1 nothers in relation to their total verbal 
units. Hc:Mever, they were less often re::fUests and ca:rmands related 
to the children' s needs. Mothers made requests, of course. But rrost 
'of the nurse-oriented interactions revealed an interest in the staff 
nenbers as individuals. The following conversation illustrates this 
type of interaction: 
Mother: You I re a golfer? A skier? 
L.P.N.: Neither. 
Mother: You've been on vacation? You're tan. 
L.P.N.: Yes, as a matter of fact. I was down at the Indian 
resel:Vation. 
Mother : Really? I'll bet that was interesting. Is it a 
hobby or ••• 
L.P.N.: No, I just wanted to see what kind of medical facilities 
they had down there. It was very interesting. 
Mother: I f 11 bet. 
The vemal behavior of Group 1 nothers appearerl to reflect their posi-
tions as nothers of dying children. The verbal behavior of Group 2 
rrothers sl:ggested a less stressful experienre, penni tting them to look 
outward. 
A child's resfX>nse to his own fatal illness depends on his 
maturational level and the arotional environn:ent created by the impor-
tant adults in his life (Green, 1967; Schowalter, 1970). The child 
under three years of age has no concept of death as the end of self 
(Showalter, 1970). Separation fI.'aO. his rrother is the cause of his 
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greatest distress and fear (Bowlby, 1960 ; Green, 1967; SChc.walter, 
1970) • Separation and death may be the sarre thing to the child under 
three (Green, 1967). The behavior associated with separation anxiety 
(Bowlby, 1960) is similar to the stages through which a dying adult 
patient passes (Ross, 1969). The first stage of separation anxiety is 
protest, in which the child searches for the rrother, cries, kicks, 
throws himself about, and camot be cmtforted. In the stage of despair 
the child is still preoccupied with the lost mother, but becanes 
inactive and withdrawn. He may cry monotonously or intennittently and 
gives the appearance of deep grieving. The stage of detaclnnent is 
characterized by a return of sane activity but without nomal attach-
rrent behavior. He rerrains :rerrote and apathetic and shows no response 
to his rrother when she is present (Bo\vlby, 1960). The young child IS 
ex,perience of separation anxiety is similar to the fatally ill adult's 
experience of anger, depression, and acceptance (detachrrent) described 
by Ross (1969). The young child, separated. fran his nnther, experiences 
a kind of death. Bruce, whose JreIltal age was a.l:x>ut two years, and Jenny 
experienced the protest stage of separation anxiety when their mothers 
left them. Bruce did not know that he was fatally ill. Jenny did not 
know that she 'WOuld reoover and go heme. Both suffere:::1 the threat of 
loss when their II'Others were absent. 
The child fran three to six has little anxiety al:x>ut death 
because he does not perceive it as pennanent. However, he may equate 
illness and hospitalization with punishment for agressive fantasies 
about which he feels guilty (SchcMalter, 1970). David t s behavior 
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sU9"gests a projection of his feelings of guilt at· being ill and hos-
pitalized. He often spoke angrily to his parents and to nursing staff. 
III'm going to take a needle and stick it in your liver! II he shouted 
at an aide.' He frequently struck out at his parents I staff, and the 
investigator, hitting as hard as he dared. He was quiet and withdra'Ml 
between outbursts. 
The school age child and adolescent gains a ooncept of the J;er-
manency of death. His reactions approxin:ate those of the adult. ?--1ost 
fatally ill children of this age probably r..nOtv they are dying, although 
they rarely speak of it. Their failure to talk al::out illness and death 
may be the result of avoidance of the subjects by parents and pro-
fessionals (Scho;,valter, 1970; Vernick & Karon, 1965). Neither Peter 
nor Eonnie spoke of their illnesses during observation periods. Peter 
was severely debilitated and rarely sJ;X>ke Irore than single ~rd 
responses to questions. Eonnie was most often cheerful, but she had 
periods of apparent depression, withdrawal, and irritability. 
The research findings suggest that the fatally ill children had 
different patterns of verbal behavior than the Group 2 children. The 
difference may reflect the dynamics underlying their res~ive erro-
tional lives. Group 1 children had lower percentages of verbal units 
in the Patient Orientation category as a whole and in the feeling 
dim:msion. Perhaps they had learned that overt ooncem for themselves 
was not welcaned by adults. Their feelings were to be kept to them-
selves. Group 2 children were less inhibited. They oould be overtly 
self-centered while they were ill. They could express their feelings 
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about being ten.porarily incapacitated or haresick or frightened. Group 
1 children provided infonnation (high proportion of thinking-evaluative 
units) and talked about other people and objects. There was little or 
no enoouragement to discuss their anxieties an:1 fears by either parents 
or staff. 
The Nurse Orientation System 
The Nurse Orientation System permits the classification of 
many units of verbal behavior into rcEaningful categories. In a complex 
and little-explored area such as the interactions of nurses with dying 
patients and their families the Nurse Orientation System lerrls order 
~ :rn=aning to canplex interactions. In addition, its exhaustive 
categories provide insight into the predominant mcxles of orientation of 
nurses and patients to themselves, each other, and their environrrent. 
Discovering nurses' rrost frequent modes of orientation wJVaI:d patients 
can lead to the development of the combinations of nurse behavior that 
are rrost beneficial to the patient. Diers suggested that patient-
orienterl nursing involves orientation to the patient as a feeling, 
thinking, and being-doing r:x=rson in equal measure. The nursing care 
IOOst beneficial to the patient is that in which the nurse I s verbal 
behavior recognizes the patient as a three-dimensional person. If so, 
it should be J.X)ssilile for the nurse to manipulate her orientation t~..,ard 
the three patient d.irrensions (Diers, 1971). The Nurse Orientation 
System -v.uuld thus be a valuable tool in aiding the development and 
teaching of nurse-patient interactions to the benefit of the patient, 
whether dying or not. 
Orientation 'WOuld therefore appear to be an imp::>rtant ooncept 
in the nursing care of the fatally ill and their families. However , 
because it does not deal with the actual content of verbal interac-
tions, it is limited in its use in describing nurses I behavior in the 
face of patient death. For example, it cannot reveal vlhen and how 
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often a nurse discusses or avoids the subject of death. The nurse may 
interact on a feeling level with her patients as some did in the current 
study. However, it cannot be ass'l.lJ.red that such interactions dealt with 
the subject under investigation, that is,. death and the nurse's willing-
ness or ability to discuss the patient' s anxieties. In the present 
study, not one feeling-oriented interaction of nurses with children . 
and rrothers dealt with the child's impending death. The percentage 
profiles of the Nurse Orientation System cannot reveal that fact. Nor 
can they reveal the presence or absence of nursing efforts to aid the 
family in the grieving process, a nursing function oonsidered imp::>rtant 
by sane investigators (Knutson, 1970). Imle the Nurse Orientation 
System can provide useful infonnation regarding nurse-patient inter-
actions, it is limited in its use for investigation of situations \vb.ere 
a knowledge of content is imp::>rtant for interpreting findings. 
Difficulties \"Jere encountered in adapting the Nurse Orientation 
System for J;ediatric use. It was developed for the analysis of inter-
actions involving one nurse and one adult patient. Pediatric inter-
actions frequently involve a patient and a parent to whcrn the nurse 
relates. In addition, the pa.tient' s age may prevent him fran 
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cnrmunicating his needs. The nurse must· rely on the child's rrother 
for infonnation and assistance in nursing care. The result is complex 
inter:personal situations which the Nurse Orientation Systan is incapable 
of quantifying in its present fonn. For example, the rrother ma.y act as 
a patient in one interaction and as a nurse in the next. She ma.y ask 
the nurse for a cup of juice for her child, then proceed to give it to 
him. Another problem arises because the' nurse is often oriented to the 
child in her verbal behavior but may actually be talking to the rrother 
about the child or his needs. The mother may be oriented to the nurse 
as herself or as the nnther of a child. The nother may also be 
oriented to her child exclusively. The child may be' oriented to the 
mother or to the nurse. 
Because of these problems, mothers were considered as patients 
for the purposes of the present study on the rationale that nursing 
personnel probably related to them as part of the patient situation. 
Nurses probably felt thanselves to be in the helper role toward both 
Irothers and children. While mothers often function as nurses for their 
children, it has 00en the investigator's experience that rrothers on the 
pediatric unit are CDnsidered to be patients. Canbining rrothers and 
children into the patient. category resulted in the loss of the dynamic 
distinctions and subtleties of interaction described above. 
Another :rrethodological problem of the Nurse Orientation System, 
particularly as used in the present pediatric study, is t."1e difficulty 
of appropriate statistical analysis of the data. Because the sampling 
units are not independent of each other, the data usually do not pennit 
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statistical treat.1rent (Diers, 1972). Group differences can be pre-
sented only descriptively. Statistical significance cannot be known. 
However, efforts are being made to develop appropriate methods of 
statistical treatment of the data obtained through interaction analysis. 
In the meantime, descriptive treatment may reveal trends and directions 
which stimulate future research. 
CHAPI'ER VI 
SU'1r'1ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND ~'1MENDATIONS 
An exploratory study was designed to investigate the verbal 
interactions of nurses with fatally ill children and their rrothers as 
a:ropared 1Vdth non-fatally ill children and their rrothers on an 
in-patient pediatric l.IDi t. The verbal behavior of registered nurses, 
licensed practical nurses, and nurse I s aides was tape recordErl as 
they carre in oontact '\V'i't:h four children ~lith fatal illnesses and four 
children with non-fatal illnesses. Verbal behavior of rrothers and 
'children was similarly reoorded. All units of verbal behavior were 
co:::led and classified using the Diers Nurse Orientation System. Per-
centage profiles of verbal units per category of the Nurse Orientation 
System were calculated. 
The major findings were: 
a) All nursing personnel were patient-oriented in th.eir verbal 
behavior toward both groups. 
b) All nursing personnel:- were oriented to the patients as phys-
ical persons .in greater proportion than they were oriented to the 
p:1tients as th:i.nking-evaluati ve or feeling persons, regardless of 
patient group. 
c) All personnel were oriented to the fatally ill children and 
their mthers as feeling persons in ICkrer proportion than they 'Were to 
the non-fatally ill children and their rrothers. 
d) All nursing personnel were oriented to the fatally ill 
children and their rrothers as thinking-evaluative persons in greater 
proportion than they 'Were to the non-fatally ill children and their 
rrothers. 
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e) All nursing persormel were oriented to themselves in greater 
PIDIX'rtion when interacting with the fatally ill children and their 
rrothers than with the non-fatally ill children ana their rrothers. 
f) Licensed practical nurses had a greater proportion of 
patient-oriented respJnses in the· feeling dimension for both groups than 
did the registered. nurses or aides. 
g) M::>thers of fatally ill children were more patient-oriented, 
nore thinking-evaluative-oriented, and rcore nurse-oriented than the 
mothers of non-fatally ill children. They were less feeling-oriented 
and less other-oriented than the nothers of t.~e non-fatally ill 
children. 
h) Fatally ill children were less patient-oriented, less 
feeling-oriented, and less nurse-oriented than the non-fatally ill 
children. They 'Were rrore thinking-evaluative-oriented, and rrore other-
oriented than the non-fatally ill children. 
Conclusions 
The findings suggest that the verbal behavior of nursing :per-
sonnel as analyzed through their patterns of orientation may be different 
when interacting with fatally ill children and their rrothers than when 
interacting with non-fatally ill children and their mothers. The find-
ings also suggest that fatally ill children and their rrothers have 
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verbal patterns of interaction with nursing I?&somel which differ 
from those of the non-fatally ill children and their mothers. v-]hile it 
cannot be concluded that nurses actively avoided the dymg children and 
their nothers either physically or verbally, the findings suggest sup-
port for the observations in the literature that nurse-patient a::rrrnuni-
cation is affected in the face of the patient's fatal illness and death. 
Recx::mnerrlations 
!Jr.alignant and congenital illnesses are leading causes of death 
in children. Parelyare the illnesses rapidly fatal. In the rronths 
and years of illness and therapy children are frequently hospitaliza:i. 
Nursmg personnel have close daily contacts with the children and their' 
families. I..ong-tenn relationships frequently develop_ It is the 
opb1ion of several investigators that nurses have a resr::onsibility to 
use their nursing role .and relationships to aid children and families 
coping with fatal illness and the grieving process (Strauss & Glaser, 
1970; Knutson, 1970; Quint, 1967). Verbal ccmmmication is an integral 
part of the helping process. The develop:rent of effective nursing 
intervention is thus an important aspect of the developnent of the 
science of nursing. It is important to determine those fonn..c:; and 
patterns of verbal interaction which are most helpful to pa.tients. 
To this end, the continued sttrly of existing nursing inter-
actions with fatally ill children and their families is warrante:1. 
A rrore oomplete knar/ledge of what curre..l1t nurse-patient interactions 
constitute and what their effects on children and families are will 
provide a basis upon which to build concepts of effective nursing care. 
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The use of the Nurse Orientation System, suitably adapted to pediatric 
use, may yield valuable infonnation concx:rrning patterns of interaction. 
The u.qe of a content analysis system is recarrnended in addition to 
reveal subject matter and specified verbal content of nurse-patient 
oonversations. 
The Nurse Orientation System appears flexible enough to allOW' 
for expansion and adaptation for pediatric use. The addition of a 
nParent U category to the "Nurse," upatient, It "other, II and 1l0bj ect II 
categories might solve part of t.lje problem. A system of coding might be 
devised to clarify distinctions such as IInurse oriented to child via' 
mother" which would not distort the intent of the system itself. The 
Nurse Orientation System could be a valuable asset to the study and 
teaching of nursc-rrother-child interactions when appropriate revisions 
are ma.de. 
The differences of verI:::a.l behavior observed -annng the nursing 
personnel suqgest that age and experience rather than education were 
responsible for greater patient orientation. The hypothesis has inp::>r-
tant implications for nursing practice. If age and experience are 
responsible for empathic interaction ttlith patients, then efforts must be 
made to develop means of teaching pa~ent orientation, especially in the 
erotional dimension. Patient welfare might be enhanced if the canpas-
sian and anpathy that cx:tte fran life experience could be tat'ght to young 
adults -in schools of nursing. Whether or not this can ]:)a done is a 
matter for further investigation. It is recarrnended that the possible 
relationships aI'OC)ng age, experience, and empathic nursing interaction 
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be explored. It is also suggested that nursing curricula be examine9. 
and experimental rrethods of teaching patient orientation be implerrented. 
Another area of investigation suggested by the current stu::1y is 
the definition of nursing functions and roles on a pediatric unit where' 
fatally ill children are con:roc>n. Registered nurses appearErl to have 
the Irost contact with these c.hildren and their mothers during the stu:ly. 
Practical nurses appeared to be assigned to them only on the ~vening 
shift '''hen registered nurses 'vere less plentiful. Nurse's aides were 
saretimes assignErl to fatally ill children as v..rell. The observations 
raise several questions. Are there fonnal or informal I;X)licies of 
patient assignment? Are patient assignments made on the basis of nursing 
education and training? Or are they dictated by nursing skills regard-
less of edocation? If the latter, 1J±XID. what kinds of skills are assign-
ments based? Are they based on skill in providing physical nursing care 
or skill in interpersonal relations? To what e.."rt.ent is patient need 
considered in making assignments of one nurse or another? Are particular 
individuals on a pediatric unit considered. to be "experts" by their peers 
in given aspects of care, for exa-rnple, in the care of dying children? 
The investigation of such questions is an area of nursing research t\ttich 
lray clarify aspects of current nursing function and lead to nnre knowl-
edgeable, plarmed patient care. 
It is recarmended that the current study l:e replicated, using 
laxger samples of children, prrents, and nursing personnel and several 
in-patient facilities. Larger, more carefully controlled samples and 
several institutions would redoce many of the biases of the present 
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sttrly. It is also stggested. that children be selected who are recog-
nized by staff and parents to be in the tenninal phase of illness. A 
selection of this nature would minimize the confounding effects of 
degree of illness and reactions to an acute crisis in which the hoped-
for outcane is recovery, for a tirre at least. 
The stt.rly of nurses I verbal behavior and. its relation to the 
physical arrl enotional welfare of patients is in its infancy. I.·luch 
z:e:nains to be explored. and explained. Nurses can be of significant 
help to the family of a dying child and to the child himself. Further 
investigation is nee::1ed before the nost effective nursing l:ehavior and 
nursing role can be defined. 
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APPENDIX 
PARENrAL CONSENT FORL\1 
I hereby agree to participate with my child in a research study 
conducted by Susan Ross, R.N. OUr participation will consist of: 
1) Pennitting Miss Ross to observe and taJ;>e record events 
occurring in my child's roam during the period of his 
hospitalization. All written observations and tape 
reoordings 'rill be used by Hiss Ross and her adviso:ry 
carmittee of the University of utah exclusively. They 
\vill be destroye::1 upon completion of the written reI;X)rt 
of the study. 
2) Permitting the use of descriptions of events and/or 
portions of the recorded transcript in the final 
\vritten report of the research project. I understand 
that our names will not be divulged and all identifying 
infomation will be obscured. 





































Unit Unit Unit 
Eair N P Pair N P Pair N P 
1 25 51 
2 26 52 
3 27 53 
4 28 54 
5 29 55 
6 30 56 
7 31 57 
8 32 58 
9 33 59 
10 ' 34 60 
11 35 61 
12 36 62 
13 37 63 
14 38 64 
15 39 65 
16 40 66 
17 41 67 
18 42 68 
19 43 69 
20 44 70 
21 45 71 
22 46 72 
23 47 73 
24 48 74 
25 49 75 
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